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THE INCIDBNOB OF B&UGB&&&& INFECTION IN THE WEST OF SOOT&AND
WITH 8#B0IA& BEFERENGB TO 
TBBS BGOat SIBPP&Y ()F TÏBS OlSnr OB' G&A2%X)W
Brueelloaie ia a eantagio--infeoblou3 dlamae of mm end of 
moat apoelea of dmeatlcatod animals* Qcoaaionally'^  the oonditioa 
ia mcoimtered in a vdâe variety of ^ did animale, Bxmli m  the biam, 
buffalo, Camel aad aovoral Made of doer# The bamyard foiiâ and other 
hirda â$|0 may heotmo infected* Of the email laboratory animale, 
gulnea'^ piga are moat anpoeptlblo- to artifieial infection whilst the 
brom rat(-:.:(B.atW8 norvmieua) may beome infected naturally as well as 
esiperimmtally# . .
The diaeaae la oanaed by a awll, Oram^ negatiTO mloro'^ orgmlam 
lAleh varies amw#mt in aiae* Thus, it may, ocew m  a cooous of 0*6 
micron in diameter, aa .in the.oaae of,Bruc^ ila %#i%maig %#lch wm 
originally toiowa a» M|croeQceug. (Hg.l). Again, it may assume
the fern of a short bacillus that measureft 0.6 - 1.2 .snioroa long by
0.5 - 0.7 ffiioron Woad. nis generally
appear as short rods, 1 ^ 2  microns long, Imt cocooM foims also occur 
(fopXejr % Wilson, 1955), as indicated by Fig* 2# The game is sub*- 
divided into species, the designation of ?Moh derived from the coimtry 
of origin, frmi the clinical cimractor of the related disease or from 
the name of the animal from lAich the micro-^ organi^ i was primarily
;> ’ » ►
.  -•*/’
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Mg. li m*lit«n*im ( x 1330 }
from growth on serum dextrose agar*
Mg. 2: Bp"c»u* aborttt» ( x 1330 )
from growth cm semn dextrose agar*
primarily/
isolated# gg* melitmsjs,, for instance, was first obtained 
from human beings on the Island of Malta; , Br* abortus was recovered
from eases of abortion in cattle and Bg; anis is the designation reserved 
for those strains which are peculiarly pathogenic to the pig#
More recently^  to# ovia is the name Which has been proposed for 
a GraMegatlve mlcro-'organism that has been associated with a genital 
disease of sheep reported from New Zealand by Buddie & Boyes (1963) and 
from Australia by Simmon & Hall (1953)# According to Blood & Henderson 
(1963) ,f a similar condition is present In The United States of America 
and in South Africa as well as in Europe;
From the desert wood rat (Heotoim lenld^# Thoma^^ Steonner & 
Laclcmatm (1957) isolated a new species of Brucella which has been
designated §£.# neotoma and i#lch, according to Bead, et ^ g.# (1959), is 
serologically related to to* ■ and to B|>' gai§;
Humans and animals alike are susceptible to all three dèesical 
species although such susceptibility varies considerably. Br* mélit<
appears to be most pathogenic to man in whom it muses a condition known 
as Malta, or undulant fever# That mioro^ orgaaism, however, is most 
widely spread among goats and sheep in the Mediterranean littoral, in 
South Africa, In some parts of the U.S.A. and in Russia. In newly 
infected. animals, It may sometimes provoke clinical Illness with wide* 
spread abortion but usually is associated with chronic lllmess, 
accompanied by arthritis and unthriftiness# In goats, especially.
especially/
clinical 'si^ s my be lacking yet the mioro^ organlmi is excreted 
in enormous numbers in the milk and in the urine* Occasionally, in 
certain countries, B^ * melitmois has been recover^ from bovine mille*
Althou#% B^ * abortus is generally considered to be of low 
virulence for man, it is nevertheless veay Widely encountered throughout 
the world* It is the causal agent of **Oontagious Abortion^ ’ of cattle 
and is the species mainly responsible for cases of brucelfeoia that occur 
in this comitryi As yet, neither gg* 'âBââ the so#oalled gg# o.vis 
nor Br# neotoma have been described in Great Britain*
Brucellosis is of world-wid© occurrence and its si^df iqa.nee 
is two^ fold, namelyt
(a) It causes serious economic losses to the animl industry and
(b) It constitutes an important public health problem*
A* Boommo. IMPORT
Losses from brucellosis in cattle arise mainly from decreased 
ini3i&^ yiold, loss of calves, effects on fertility and interfermce %vlth 
the desired seasonal sequence of calving* According to British and 
American investigators, the decrease in millt^ yield associated vd.th early 
abortion may be up to 40 or gO per cent, ^ ddlst cattle aborting at a 
late stage of pregnancy furnish about 00 per cent less milk (A&nètt & 
Mhrtin, 1936) * The quality of the milk secreted by Bg. abortus*#
Infected udders is also inferior to timt of healthy udders, (Bryan & 
Meyer, 1936).
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caifhoad vaooination with Strain. 19 is praotloed* Thus-, the old 
problem of ^ ®Gontagious âbortion^  ^in cattle may not any longer W,at* 
a olinieaily healtîiy qamder animal, that yield# &#oti# nii3,k or 
the pathogen in the' utem*#ginai. discharge,- constitutes a distinct risk 
for other animals as well as for mn. Tear %r year, there is m  -foor#slr
Increasing/
mmmnm'B of that prolàlom, for wbioli the- only rmw# is 
eradication of the tlieeaoe*
High on oi#y years ago ilorroclca (1905) pointed out that 
Ingestion of infected goat*# milk waa an importait mode of infection In 
mm end, toan en mhlyslo of a series of 1,134 oaees, Daliÿmple-Ühêmpiieya 
(1953) concluded that the moot important source of toaan infection in
Great Britain was raw eoifs milk or products derived therefWi#
The olinloe). mmlfestatims of human brûoellOsis vmry conoiderabl; 
Whereby the condition is often-difficult to diagnose* à fatal case of 
human bmoelloele In the Worth of Scotland was reported by Marr (1933) who 
stated that, two- days before death, the serm of the patient agglutinated 
both %*. .qbortut dnd gg, melltensls to a dilution of 1 in 51,600.. Out 
of 900 patienté with- imdnlaht fever Ihliymple^ Ohampneya (i960) was able 
to make a provisional diagnosis In 1# casas*
Ilh this country the disease is not •notifiable and there are few, 
if any, accurate statistics of its incidence altho%#i Balrp«ple-Ghampaeys 
(1950) éét&mted that about 1,300 humm Cases of brucellosis occurred
Engl#d and Wale#.* Thes# people became infected by consumption 
■of pnpasteurised ho#n# milk or of daiiy groteta derived from Infected 
aarJiMls or by contact i^th such animals, or their tissues*
\. . ' The magnitude of brucella Infection of man.may be deduced from 
the -words of Bfr Weldon Dalrÿmplo^ Ghâmimêys #io studied the problem for
for/
over 3 pul:
and present with imdlagnosed uad#amt
fever this book is dedicated^**-, 
m  1950, the W03:axi AY: Agricultural
rcüomeudetl ttet the deteWnation of the extent to which
B Bdnicallae occurred in food pmdUCts destined for hummi coneumption 
vmB a matter that demanded' immediate investigation throu#3out the wild# 
Im October^  196o,- there was instituted a national survey of bruoelloôie
to'.dairy horde t€ileh aims-to determine the national incidence of herd ■ 
infection, the relation of uterine infection to that of milk, the effecta 
of the use of :8*19 - vacotoe and, finaliy, the extent of the economic loa# 
cauaW by brucelloeio of cattle,
such an -investigation may be regardW as a first atèp towrde 
eradication of the diseaso from BrltlA herds* The study 'Undertaken- by 
the witér ws designed to detemth
to milk supplied to the city of Glasgow and, to the beat of-hie toovliedge,. 
there is hot any other report of its kind# The m%it involved me carried 
outyduAng the period^  February 1961, to September 1963, and was divided
three part#g
isolation of brucellar rnloromor^ ntoma from samples cf mUk.
■11* The typing of recover# brucellar otratos together vtjM i a study, 
of their viabilltv and of their disaociatioii to artificial ciGLtui
Fart III* The demonstration of brucellar bacteriophage in laboratory cultm
8FABT I* THE I80IATI0M OF BRUGEILAE MOBD- 
oœANxæFBDH sAhWîMs OF m m *
lè Mistorical*
0# , MUterialst
Qxmp I. Samples of certified milk.
Group 2* Samples of milk taken from pasteurising plants.
Group 3. Samples of milk dram for abosMng animals.
Group 4. Samples of milk obtained from individual animals of a
certified herd and associated with a case of humn 
brucellosis.
3. Methods s
A. serological tests t
1. The mUk^ W^iey tube agglutination test#
0. The ^ dlk ring (or Abortus#ëang ring) test.
3. The milk mplllary tubs test,
4# The milk plate agglutination tmt#
B. Biological examination,
0. Cultural aiCTîtoation.
B. D&orosçoploal eommination#
4. Results.
5. Discussion.
6. Sumary.
1. HISTORICAL
|v
Ivor since he begmi to domesticate the lower c^ 'eaturesand to- 
breed them for the purpose of food production as wall m  for exploitable 
energy, man has been interested in animal reproduction. Gradually he 
has come to realise the difficulties end the practical problems which are
are/
so InvoXv#* ThuOi faimera and atook-^ b^roedera are all too 
oomqlow that domoatio anlmle my cast their yoœg and give birth 
before the normal time, m  event wag formerly attributed to accident 
or to mwlronmmt^al causes • '
The belief that prevailed about abortion and other breeding 
diffloifLtieg passed from generation to generation of farmers until, 156? 
Wim, according to Hutp^ a and Wœ&k (1928), MaecaÜJL called attention to 
the disease to Hig3*and# Early to the- nineteenth century, the contagious 
character of the disease was Imomi to fanners #io observed that often the 
condition spread from antoml to animal to a herd* According to Nocard 
and Leclatoche (1905),- as far back as 1#4# RandAn stated that, so 
convinced were they of the contagious nature of abortion of cattle, that 
peasants carefully covered up a foetus and removed it from a byre through 
a window lest a oow later traverse the same route# - * -
to 18o6, the Higlish agricultural press deposed that abortion of 
cattle might be contagious and advised that animals so affected should be 
isolated* In 1826, however, Hurtrol d'*ârboval to France said is 
not Content to believe it eptoootic*' and to England lomtt (1834) declared 
^^ There is no contagion"* Hortog (1858) wrote "There are periods whm 
abortion to some herds occurs frequently and widespread, so that, it can 
not be explatoed by chance and local causes*^ Robert demxlngs (1864), 
to his disGusgion on "Cattle and their diseases", was of the opinion that 
abortion was due to some sympathetic toflumce, i#e# if a pregnant cow
10
cow/
were to see another antoal aborting, she herself would abort 
within a few days or some we#B# Hence he recoimended that the disease 
be controlled by isolation of aborting animals from the others*
According to Hutyrüâ î#rek (1922), during the last century 
the disease was considered by lawence & Skellat to prevail in 
contagious form in séparai momtainona districts of England# Such a 
foothold did the condition gain in dairies of certain localities that 
50 to 60 per cent of the cows slunk their calves# ^mdel (1871) and 
St* Cyr (1875) maintained that m  infective agent was the causative 
factor, in spite of the opposite view held by Hutrel dUrboval, Hering, 
Stockf3Leth and others. Even as late as 1Ô78, Stockfleth refuted the 
infectious nature of the disease and said, "Such a theory is surely very 
convenient in that it lets ua ignore other real causes vhich it can be 
very difficult to establish and abolish"* On the other hand, previous 
observations by several French veterinary surgeons tended to sustain the 
infectious character of the disease (Tgali©
1875).
However Franck (1876) and, later, Lehnert (1878) and Brauer 
(1800), reproduced the disease experlmmtally by the introduction of 
utero-^ vaginal discharge and of portions of foetal membranes- vaAnam 
into healtly* cows,
Nocard (1066) was the first to undertake a close study of the 
disease and tried to isolate the causative agmt. From the exudate-
11
e m d a t e /
found betwcm the uterine ramom meiArane and the foetal 
membranes, he recovered a mioroooceue and a short baclllue, but 
failed to reproduce the disease by tooculation of pure cultures of 
either of those organisfiis toto healthy pregnant animals*
For artificial culture, Nocard made use of peptone-gelatine 
or of peptone-^ water but, as we now know, neither of those media 
support the growth of brucollae* Despite his failure to reveal the 
causative organism, Nocard imde some valuable clinical observations 
which indicated that bovine abortion was not infrequently of infect*^  
ioue origin*
In a report to the Hi^and and Agricultural Society of 
Scotland, Woodhead, Aitkcn, McF^ adyemi and Oampbell (1889) reported 
that abortion could be reproduced in cows and #:es by inserting into 
the vagina cotton^wol pluga that had been containinated with the utero­
vaginal discharge of aborting cows# They also claimed to have brou#it 
about the abortion of a living foetus as a result of subcutaneous 
injection of the utero-vaginal discharge taken from another aborting 
bovine# Sand (1894) emphasigied the infectious character of the 
disease and gave various clinical data#
Since 1897, the history of the disease falls into two 
important stages, which need here to foe separately discussed#
12
d is c u s s e d . /
A. ' THE immTION OF DAG'jmiUM /ABORTUS AND Tm OTHER I'&mmB OF THE
■A wmuWBwiMWipWiilWjtei»*#. '
In 1097 Bang & recovered the aauoativo mloro^
organism cultwolly from the yellowXoh* odourleae uterine eamdate of 
aborting 0ài%ie* They succeeded in reproducing the dieeaee 
artifioally %  ihtroduoing a pure culture of the haoillm into the 
vagina of two. pregnant oowa*. From both of the experimental' 'Ohi#10 
they later recovered the aame miorc^ orgaiiism mià m  fuifllXèd.^ ifpch.^ e 
postulâtes* Bang to work we corroborated foy Preieo (1963)' in Hungary,
Nowak C'lfoS) in France, McFadyoan & BtocMmn (I9t)9). in Great Britain, 
Wjok (1910) and Macleal & Kerr (1910) in America* llolth (1911) in 
GOAiany and other toveatigators el8#&ere in the world#
T m  years ^hefore Bang and Btribalt reported their findings, 
Mierocoodus malltansis had h#n recognisi^  me the cause of Malta fever 
of man# It was isolated hj Bruce (l8S?)- from the spleen of a soldier 
%#6 had died of Malta' fever.
ArjClose mpfpWlogical, biodimical md serological’relation.^  
ship hetwean i&crococcus melitensls and Bang to Bacillus ms demon** 
strated-.’by'Evans (1918):* Her observations w#e soon confirmed by 
Meyer and Show (19&0) and by Feusier and Meyer (1920) and| in honour 
of Sir David Bruce the generic name "B.mcèlla"' ms proposed by the two 
fomer woi^ cem. The tern, brucellosis, we suggested in analogy with
13
vdth/
Ttaîaorduloêîis to apply to all typee of Brucella infectioa of 
mm and anlmaXa (fopley & Wilson 1955) # Evans (1925) also suggested 
that the term Bamcella should properly be abbreviated to "Br." since 
"B" ms the contraction already used for the g^us Bacillus $ In that 
paper Evans stated that she Md Induced eo(peAmmtal abortion in the 
cow by inoculation of a culture of g$. melitensio isolated from a 
human case of Ma3±a fever and ttet she had x'*ecovcred the same strain 
from the foetus and the colostrum*
In 1914 Traum recovered from aborting sows another species of 
Mcro^orgmism vMch, morphologioally and serologically, proved to bo 
closely related to % .  âfeâïfe and was later named sgds.
Its natural habitat is the pig and man my become infected minly by 
contact with either diseased carcases or infected animals (fopley & 
Wilson 1953)* As a result of contact with Infected pigs, cattle and 
other species of animals may acquire the disease, and Bg., fuij, my 
occasionally be transjnitted to man from creatures other than the pig#
The primary growth of Bg# abortq^  end its behaviour towards 
atmospheric oxygen presented certain difficulties during artificial 
cultivation# Bang (1897) first observed that the organism grew in a 
dense zom situated about 0*3 cm# below the surface of a s^ nisolid 
medium and to a depth of 1*0 1*5 cm* To overcome the difficulties
that attend px4m%y isolation, Freisss and Nowak altered the wthod of
14
of/
ctiltlvation# Praise (1903) seeded utem^wglml discharge 
on three ordinary agar stouts md utilised pure oxygm to replace the 
atmosphere of all the cdtwe-tubee, which latter were at once made 
air**tight W,th s^ ling<*wa5c* After incubation at 37^ 0,* for three days, 
one culture m s  found to contain a few minute and scarcely visible 
colonies which consisted of small rcd^shaped bacteria that morphoto 
ogically resembled Bang to baoillua* Nowalc (1®8) d^ nonstrated that 
visible growth ms obtainable from infective material incubated in 
closed containers that included cultures of BaçjLllus g;^ t ^ i s # He 
thought that the latter bacterium used up so mu# of the free oxygen 
in the container that there was created the degree of reduced oxygen- 
tension essmtial to the growth of Br# abortus. Those observations 
were interpreted to mean that the iidLcro-^-organism was mlcroaerophillo 
and required for its grovxth a lower oxygen-presauro than is normally 
present in the atmosphere# However, methods of cultivation ramtoed 
dtoappointtog until 1919 when Huddleson, Haeley and Torray began a 
study of the pliysiologf of gr* (Huddlêson gt al#, 192?), which
eventually revealed that the rapid grotvth and brisk respiration of 
B# subtllia gave rise to an increased tmsion of carbon dioxide 
sufficient to promote the development of cultures of Bg# ^ gbwtgs that 
had been placed to the same container# The actual volume of carbon 
dioxide to the raceptaple was found to average 10 per cent, an amount
15
amount/
which closely approximated that of the gas present to "the 
fluids of the udder and of the pregnant uterus# Whm a Ilk# quantity 
of carbon dioxide was introduced artificially into jar# containing 
qulturMaedia seeded with tofactive foetal gastric contents, a heavy 
groiAh of âbSKlBB obtained after inotsbation at 37^ 0# for 48 to 
72 hours# Further work by McAXptoo & Slaneta (1928) oonfimed the 
Importance of an atmosphere charged with carlson dioxid##
At first, largely because he had proved it, Bang thought that 
the only way to Infect a cow vaa by means of th# introduction of Bg. 
qbqitus into the vagina of a pregnant antoal* He suggested that 
copulatioB afforded the most favourable opportunity for transmission 
and that bulls were the only carriers capable of totroductog the 
micro"*organlam directly into the utemis# , Later^ : in 1906$ he carried 
out further experimmts, during Wiich infection, was established by 
inoculation into the blood as well as administration vto the alimentary 
tract and other routes♦
B. THE DEWMSÏE&T10N GF BHPGBLIA r€0»*0EGAKlS,I© Ifl GOAT'S AND 11 
COW'S mm.
Following thf discovery by Bang (149?) » many lnve3tig8.tors 
such, as Grlnstadt (19X0), Wall (Xgil), Holth (1909), Bn£D. (1911), 
Larson (1911) and others, "bôft.çsmed themaelves jsarttcularly 
methods applicable to diagnosis of the disease la infected cows.
16
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Schroeder (1894) had recorded the prmmce of unidentified 
legion# in guinea**pig8 that had been inoculated with oow*s milk 
Bwpected of eontaintog tubercle bacilli, at which time the mdatmce 
of Br# abqy;tqe was unknown, teller (3.923) aleo reported that, in 
190&-1909, in the course of similar investigations he had frequently 
mcoimtered lesions of imdetemined otiologr which he had classified 
as "psmdo-tuberoulous",
llorrooks & gmmlt (1905) showed that four of their m#erlmmtal 
goafcs harbouffsd to the inilîî and that two of then
excreted the Imoterium in the wtoo as w€Ll, Horroeks and Kennedy 
(1906) # two members of a commission of Mediterranean Fever, also 
cultivated Mci'oggcmm ffilifefSllS the mVlk of 30 per cent of the
goats maintained in various parts of Malta# On the Imeis of 
serological tests, they, finally concluded that kO per cmt of the 
goats on that island were naturally infected by the pathogen and tîmt 
man acquired the disease throi#i the medium of raw milk, The presence 
of specific agglutinins in the serum of animals experimentally infected
as m  the mood of human patients had 
a3.rmdy been demonstrated by Wright and Semple (1897), a finding tWt 
w s  confimed subsequently by Birt & Lamb (1699) and by Zammlt (1%0), 
Prior to 1911, aborted foetuses and utero-vaginal discharges 
containing §ruce3j^ e were considered to be the »in sources of Infection
17
infection/
for cattle but the woik of Scliroeder & Cotton (1911) and of 
miller & Tmum (1911) proved timt gg* aboi^ tug m y  occur a3^o in the 
milk of infected cattle* By inoculating cow*e mille from 31 dairies 
into guinea-^ plgsg Schroader ê Cotton (1911) found that ei#it out of 
77 milk eamplee derived from 6 dairies contained Br» ab^tm* Thm, 
raw milk infected by Br * ahgrtgg came to im# as another important 
source of infection» Speedily those ohaeivations were confirmed by 
Smith & Fahyan (1912) and soon afterwards by Zwick & Irage (1913) and 
by Floisoliner and Meyer (1917) *
Although Schroeder & Cotton (1911) at first described as
"Gmm^ posltlve" the minute bacillus which they cultivated from guinea-
pig lesions, later work proved that the micrp'*-^0rianism waa actually 
Bangto Bacillus# MoW.er & Tmum (1911), Ao worked independently, 
reported the mioro^ o^rganisai to be Gram-negative,
The finding of Bang* s Bacillus in samples of bovine milk 
focussed attention on the following problems s«*
(a) the possibility of the spread of infectious abortion among cattle 
through the medium of mille,
(b) the offset of the infection on the udder m%û the yield of milk, and
(c) the likelihood of the transmission of infection to man*
Cotton (1913-1914) reported timt the elimination of Bang to baoillue in 
bovine milk was persistent *
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Evana (1915) published a short not© to indicate tlmt she 
had found pani»to BaclHue in approximately 30 per cent of bovin© ïïâMz 
samples taken from two certified herds near Chicago* In 1916 md in 
1918, the same author recorded the cultivation of the bacillus from 
sample© of milk procwed,with due precautions frm individual cmvs.
She used plain infusion agar to which 30 per cent of sterile bovine 
blood serum had been added* The recovered pathogen was subsequently 
identified by means of agglutination with positive antisem*
Fleischner and Meyer (1917) reported that Bangto Wcillus vm presmt 
to certified ridlk product to the vicinity of San Francisco Bay.
Until 1911, the diagnosis of Bang*© disease ms based on 
citolcal signs corroborated by demonstration of the presence of 
aggluttotos to the blood of tofeoted cows as well as by microscopical 
or cultural disclosure of the causative organism to the after-birth, 
the utero*^ vaglnal discharge or the gastro-*totestto^  contents of the 
foetus* The main pathological features of the disease are mdometritis 
and placmtitis that result to abortion*
Bbre recently, the biological method of diagnosis has hem 
vddely used since it not only affords a mre delicate means of 
detecting Brucella to infected milk but is also particularly useful 
the number of diftdnated ïBicro-organisms is so amaH that they 
fall to be revealed by cultural methods* Again the biological method
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haveis of etogiilar- value to the oasè of milk 
beccme grossly contamtoated by otWr mtoro-orgmiams,.
The olose ontigonio relationship between Bg* .melltensis and 
Br* abortus* o%4gtoal3y dmonstrated by Bvan© (1918), suggested the
Xikellhood of the txmimiBBion Of infection to man*
enard (1916) had reported the Oaoo of a Parisian Who, d 
ay to a country district vtiora Mediterranean fever was mkno#, 
loumed a litre of cow^ 's-mlHs. and eubeeqamtly contracted 
►I Bevan (1921) waa the first to demonstrate m  agglutto- 
attog titre of 1/200 for Br* abortus In the blood aerm of a patimt 
with' braceXloaia to Oouthom Rhodeato, Where contagious abortion of 
cattle was oomon* to 1924, Keefer announced that, two years 
previously, he had isolated an organi# belonging to tlia Br, abprtita 
group f r o m  the blood of a patient t o  dotes Eopktos Hospital, Bevanto 
was duly confirmed by Orpen (1924) to Itoodeaia, by 
ï-Ohsmpiieya (1 9 2 9  ) to  toglmid and by later reports ananattog 
from ntoe European countries as well as from Palestine and from Canada, 
(Bal^ flplo-Chaapneys 1958)* Those findings led investigators to 
differmt parts of the world to use biological and serological tests on 
bovine miik as means for the diagnosis of brucellosis of cattle*
to Australia, Seddon (1919) recorded the isolation of Br* 
abortus via the guinea-pig frmi the mi# of 3? out of 52 cows (71 per 
cent), the.sera of wliich latter oontatoed specific antibodies.
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Huddleaon (1920) deeorlbed a simple cultural method for the 
isolation of BrucOliq from the cream of mUIi that had been k^t in a 
cold room for 24 hours but that procedure we of value only in the 
case of hygiiMcally oollectW eampW. ■ He stated th&%t contaminated 
mi# mi^t be eucoesefully examined for bsucallosie by means of the 
inoculation of #to#L-plga, Garpmtor (1 9 2 6 ) recovered | £ .  abortua 
from the milk of three previously vaccinated cow WW.ch had given 
negative reactions at a serum dilution of l/6o#
In, iwchecter, Wilson and Nutt (1926) mployed guinea-^ piga 
to the wvmtoation of 488 of bovine milk and found thereby
that 5*7 per cent of individual samples and 8*8 per cent of mixed 
samples contained gr* abortus# By the same,means, Carpenter and 
Baker (1927) tovestigated the milk from fifty herds that supplied the 
tom of Ithaca, New loik, and discovered ttet nine were afflicts by 
Br* §tet$B* King (1920) recorded the case of a cow, the mi# of 
Which contained Eg* abortps. yet its serum proved negative to the tube 
agglutination test, Gilmm (1930) mmmined miH< from all the quarters 
of 34 cattle for the presence of agglutinins and subsequmtly 
inoculated milk sedimtet and cream into guinea-pigs, Br* abortus was 
recovered from 53*7 per cent of the quarter sm%ples tlmt contained 
aggpLuttotos to a dilution of 1/ÔD, or more, but not from those vdth a 
titre of under 1/%* He also failed to demonstrate the presence of 
Brucella organisms to the milk of any animal vd,th a blood-titre lower
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than 1/320*; Wall (1930) found B^ * abortus, to be present 
in the milk of oowe had previously aborted. He inoculatod
the oream mû the milk sediment eepamtely into guinea-pigs and so 
determined that oreaat contained more Brucella organisms than did the 
sedlmmt after centrifugation*. Hasley (1930) mmmined by cultural 
means 230 smnples of certified milk obtained from five dairies in the 
city of Detroit and contained to bottles ready for delivery* I^ rom 
ten of them gg* aboytui,. was isolated' to nmibers ttet ranged from 2 to 
8 micro-organisms per milllilltre of Bang & Bendlxm (1931)
studied the milk from 42 quarters of 11 com, takai just after calytog, 
and found gr, abortus to be present to 31 of thm, most of vhich had 
been drami from posterior quarters* The authors emphasised that the 
pliysicaX charact#'* of the #dlk was not altered even to those oases to 
vAlch as many as 30,000 mlcro-orgmiism were present per millilitre of 
ïïd#* Gilmn (1931) emmtoed the mille from all four quarters of H3 
cows for the presence of both aggXuttotos and abortus itself# By 
means of tooculation into guinea-pigs of the sediment after centrifugation 
the micro-organism was recovered from 62.9 per cent of the cows that 
had a positive blood titre of 1/& and from #  per cent of those with 
a «llk-whey titre of l/#. Again by gutoaa-pig tobçulation, Wood & 
Illtog (1931) tested mixed samples of milk derived from 3*79 dairy herds 
to the county of Somerset and dmonstrated that Bg.# abortus, vms present 
to four of them* H) per cent of Z)?9 ml3ced quarter samples ®of milit
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8oru&lnl%ed bgr aohmldt (1938) proved to contain Bg# Bhortm,
In Edinbw#ÿ Boattlo (1938) m&Waed ttoee groiipa of eamples Which 
coneieted of paotmrl^ed^ retail mid raw milk# roepectlvcly# None 
of the 66 paetouriaed eamplee inooiilated into #%inea*^ pi# yielded
but 17 out of 86 raw eamplm (19*8 per cent) and 29 out of 
83 retail smnplee (34*9 per emt) were 00 positive and the micro- 
organism was recovered from the epleai of the infected
caviee. In Aberdeen# Smith (1932b) tested eamplee of raw and of 
paetourisad mill-Ct Of 279 raw eamplee 79 (28.3 per cent) contained 
Br# abortuB whereas none was recovered from 187 samples of pastewi'iaed 
milk collected from plants In vhich the folding** method was employed.
On the other hand# gr. abortuq m e  recovered from 36 (18*7 per c^ nt) 
out of 192 samples subjected to the "'Plaeh^ p^oimt" treatment# during 
vMch the mille is hold momentarily at a temperature of 145^ F.
Morgan (1932) reported that of ?6 routine eaaples of mi%ed milk 
mmmined by the method of gulnm^pig inoculation 28 (37 per oait) 
were positive* In Friestl§sr(1932) inoculated 7Ô0 guinea**
pigs with samples of iiAlk primarily for the diagnosis of tiiberculosls 
and found Brue^la agglutinins to occur in the blood of about Bl per 
cent of the animals# from the lymph nodes, aplem and heart*3 blood 
of #ich Br* abortus was smbsecpently isolated. Henry, Traum & Barring
(1932) used cultural and biological methods for the isolation of Br* 
abortus from bovine mük and concluded that guinm**pig inoculation was
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the mro aoeurato aine©# per eg, the cultural method failed 
to detect Brucélla in from £5 to 30 per cant of the oaaee tint proved 
l>oaitiV0 by the biological method* In Mew Zealand# Hopklrk and QilX 
(1933) jnomlated 642 gainea*^ piga with composite sample© of mille from 
herds supplying various towns and cities* Br.* abortm^  agglutiniïia 
%#re later detected in the a era of £31 of thm (36 per cent) whereas# 
by means of culture on gaitian-vlolet eemiMgar# the pathogen wa 
recovered from only 13 (2 per o#t) of the samples* Wohlfeil- ^ i^Bchulz
(1933) surveyed 489 individual milk amnples obtained from 17 different 
herds by um of a selective medium containing malachite green and 
ggritian violet* 'Br. abortus was found ki only 19 samples cultures 
wore made from Mlk that had not bem previously centrifuged but# -when 
the Inoculum consisted of the sWimmt after centrifugation# £9 samples 
yielded a growtii of micro-or^ nism* Ihe aulshors &d not recoimond tlie 
cultural method for the isolation of Brucella Mcro-organisi’ns from 
group mille samples* Gaiger & Davies (1933) tested 200 tevine imilk 
oanrplaa by guinea-pig inoculation and found that SB (26 per cent) 
contained Br. abortus* ^  09 sajiffle© of milk mmiained culturally 
by stbctoayer (1933) 29 yielded the pathogen but 22 per cent of the 
plates were contaminated by other aiioro-^ organiem * Plate; (1933) 
demonstrated# by direct cultivation and by #inea^pig inoculation# 
that out of 81 milking cows# g6 (69*1 per cmt) excreted g£* abortus* 
Caldwell ^  a^ . (1934) found by biological means that the pathogài was
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eliminated in the milk of B$ out of a group of 163 oows*
By the emie procedure# Smith (1934) proved that of 2Ô7 milk mnplee 
from individual com belonging to a ftogle herd 33 (11*5 per cent) 
contained Br. abortue and that out of mother â)3 random samples 
obtained from individual cow abprtua vae’ isolated from E3 (11*3 
per cent). Thompson (1934) examined the milk of ten apparently 
normal com by both gubaea-pig inoculation and cultural methods and 
found that six contained Br. abortus. P3ate: (1934) examined 
biologically 413 samples of mixed mük from individual cows and 
established that of BB samples, vhich gave a weaMy positive reaction 
to the rapid slide agglutination test carried out vdth #%ey# 12.1 per 
cent contained Brucella micro-organism whilst 49 serologically positive 
aoîBpXes and 33 with a like pronounced positive reaction yielded 
Brucella© to a ^ rcentage of 61,2 and 88,7# rmpéctivély. Of a total 
of Ô42 group mille sangles examined by the same author gr. abortus was 
found in 2,3 per cent* Out of 709 amples # which by the rapid slide 
vàïoy a^lutination test proved to be free from specific agglutinins 
together with another 35 milk saîïples that gave a non-specific reaction# 
Brucellae were detected in 2,7 per cent. On the other hand# of 40 
weakly positive and of 32 positive samples Brucellae were recovered in 
7*5 and 32*7 per cent# r©s|:eetlvely# vihilst of 6 samples# atxungly 
positive by slide agglutination# the pathogen occurred in 3 (50 per cent)* 
Karsten & Bichoff (1934) # in a biological study of 167 mük san#les
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obtained from naturally infected mm^ detected Brucella in 
98,4 per cent lAllat by cultural means they isolated the micro­
organism from 41.3 per cent. PWlinger (1935) examined 31 camples 
of raw cream by inoculation of guinea-pigs and found that 11 contained 
i£* abortus. According to & Torrey (1936)# iruceila micro-
organisme wore isolated from about half of 62 samples of mw milk 
collected from 38 dairies in the North Amorioan State of Illinois# 
vdiereas 31 samples of pasteurised milk proved to be free from the 
pathogài. duinea-pig imoculation was used also by Doyle & Bekett
(1936) in application to samples of milk drawn from 3)9 cows which 
belonged to 17 infected herds and which had proved negative to the 
blood agglutination test for bovine Brucellosis, The authors 
considered blood-titres of less than 1 in 35 to be negative and stated 
in conclusion that "Br# abortus was isolated from the milk of two cows 
wliich had negative blood titres in dilutions of from 1/25 to 1/300".
Such a declaration is inexplicable, especially as in another paragraph 
Br. abortus was reported to have been isolated from the milk of a cow 
with a positive serum reaction at a dilution of 1/35* Fitch & Bishop
(1937) examined raw milk fmm 6? dairies and isolated Bg. b^o.rtua via 
guinea-pigs from 17 (35#4 per cent). In an attempt to establish the 
incidence of gr. abortus in the market milk of Zagreb and district, 
Forùûz (1939) subjected 318 samples to the viicy tube ag^utination 
test, to cultural investigation and to guinea-pig inoculation. A
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positive agglutination reaction was observai in the course 
of nine samples, from six of 'vMoh. Bg. abortus was recovered y|§ 
guinea-pigs but only two of. Wiidh wore positive by eultural means, 
Menton (1940a) suhjeotW 1,283 milk samples to both vixw agglutination 
and biological tests* 34*5 per cent were revealed to contain Brucella 
agglutinins and 29*1 per cmt of that gmup ÿi^ded %* abortus. In 
addition# the pathogen tm fopnd to be present in 9*1 per cent of the 
samples that were devoid of agglutinins. During another investigation, 
Menton (1940b) recovered by the biological method an aerobic strain of
from a sample of mixed bovine nûlk forthcoming from an 
accredited herd* Smltmms & Eschbamt (1941) toooiîlatod'guinea-pigs 
with mixtures of milk sedlmmt and gravity cresm and found that 222 
out of 6o3 samples contained gg# abortus, Imhi #  al* (190) 
reported that of 212 mw mille samples 7D per cent contained Bmo€ïM 
ug^utlnins and that of 92 samples subjected to biological exandnation 
three yielded Brucel3,ae# In a surv^ covering the Canton of Zurich, 
Hess & Saekmnn (1953) found tlmt 13 per cent of the herds and 6 per 
cmt of all the cattle were affected by brucellosis and that the 
pathogen was present in the milk of about half of the infected herds* 
The authors Investigate hvûXt milk samples by moms of the milk ring 
test and quarter milk samples by use of the agglutination teat and by 
cultivation* Huddleson & White (1954) Isolated gg* abortus.* type 2 
WüBon, for first time from the milk of 5 naturally infected dairy
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in Mohigan* In Edinburgh# Ferguson & 
smnplos of buHt mük drawn from 370 herds 
and fotmd that 30.5 per cmt contained gg* ilaSÈBâ* Saokman (1954) 
isolated 308 virulent strain© of gg$ ^grWg, from the milk of cows 
previously vaccinated vjlth. Strain 19* Cultural and biological, 
methods applied by meotron (3.955) to the milXt of 1696 . ©owe In the 
province of Milan revealed twt 6.2 per cent of the animals posaeesod 
agglutinin that me detectable in the 73*5 per omt of the
latter creatures Wlmhiated Brucella 3,n the jKdH'C* #,ir (1955) 
obtained gr* abortus from 85.3' per cent of built milk eamp3.ee from 
infected herd© by guinea-pig inoculation and from 80 #7 per cent by 
m m m  of culture* Ac a result of a two years* survey# Marr & 
William (1958) reported that eomplee originating from 25 par cent off 
the dairy herds in the Northor^ i Gountiee of Scotland were positive to 
the gr # abortus, milk ring tost but that the pathogen was recoverable 
from only 23 per cent of such specimens* Berger (1958) Isolated 
Bg* aWrt% from 12 out of 25 herds in Schleswlg-Holat^ n* In the 
Eèport on the Animal Health service© in Great Britain for 1959# out 
of 29 horde Investigated 20 were stated to be Infected by Br* abortus.
“  • » * « * »  r . I W H W ’ W W » #  f
which micro-organism was reported to have been recovered via guinea- 
pigs from 115 out of 318 samplm end by ciAtwe from 303 out of 121 
samples*. Stableforth & Galloway (1959) In reference to the work of 
Cotton and his eo-workers on §£*. abortus . Strain 19# declare that
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the micro-organism was origlmlly isolated from milk but the writer 
of this thesis ime un^le to find eonfimatlon of that statement in the 
papers published by Cotton 11932) and by Cotton, Buck & Smith (1933 a 
and fe, and 1934 a and b) * Eobertoon (1961) recovered, by guinea-pig 
inoculation, 191 et raina of Brucella from bovine milk derived from 158 
herds. 171 ©trains were classified as gr# abortus. 16 were given as 
Br. melitensia and the remaining 4 were declared to be related 
serologically to gg. melitensis but blochemioal%r to gg* abortus. 
According to Anon* (1961), of 11,450 herd samplee of milk exa^ itoed in 
35"FUblic Health laboratories located throughout England and Woles $44 
(4.8 per cent) were found to be infected by Brucellaè of 3% cultures 
recovered from the same sources 93.6 per- cent were typed as abortus, 
and the reminder as melitmsis. According to Brodigm jgt ^ ,(1961), 
during the period, 1957, 1959# Bgé abortus was isolated from the milk 
produced by 25 dairy herds, comprising about 4oO head of stack. In 
another investigation, %#de by the same authors during 1956 and 1959, 
the milk ring test, the milk ^ e^y tub© agglutination test and guinea pig 
inoculation were all wed to explore samples of churn milk drawn from $20 
registered dairy herds and reported that 33 (6.| per cent) of the ssmpaes 
were infected. Brodi#n and his co^ workers also reported that of 
individual samples taken from 336 cows in 20 herds 33 (9*76 per cent) 
proved positive by guinea-pig inoculation. Guitural and biological
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cœratoations iiade over a period of 16 wnths by Farry (1963) 
on îùük produced by a herd of 35 tubereWAp-tosted Jersey cows in 
Buckiow rovealed that 13 (37#% per emt) of the animals excreted Bg.
abortus, in the mMk*
2* mTERIAlS#
Four groups of milk e ample© were obtained from different 
sources, as described below.
a m e  i$ oF omTiFm) Mim. Certified miid* is
the designation sanctioned by the Slk (Special Designations) Scotland) 
Order,-1951* for application to the mammary secretion obtainable from 
milch GOT# which have been officially ascertained to be froe from 
tuberculosis. Such milk must not be treated by heat la aiy manner 
and, on the premises where it was produced, it must be cooled to a 
temperature not exoeedlng 55%. ( 10%*) immediately after it has been 
procured and forthwith distributed into "retail containers*' which may 
not exceed one quart in capacity. Those receptacles, or their seals, 
must bear the words "Oerfeifled Milk" and vessel Itself tmst prominently 
display the nme of the prWLs# m  which the milk was produced. 
Qualitatively, any sample of certified milk taken after it has hem 
cooled but before it' has hem delivered to the consumer shall not contain 
mre than 30 .,000 bacteria per millilitre or any collfom bacteria in 
om#tmth of a mü.lilitre. A px^ ducer of certified milk le licensed to
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oôll #iat pyqduot by vliolesal© at, or from, the premloes on which the 
milk wm produced*
The samples were obtained either from distributors In various 
parts of the Gity or directly from producers# At Various times, one 
or tm bottlm of milk, sealed with caps marked "Certified milk", were 
taken at the time of milking from each of 114 farms and bmught 
forthW.# to the laboïutory# 8a*#les acquired from distributors were 
collected soon after delivery#
The contents of each bottle were separately tested 
serological means and, if similar results were forthcoming, mÜk sa*ifples 
f%%)m the smne source were mixed together and used for the isolation of 
Bruc.eXla micro-organisms* In the Case of milk takm from fams just 
before bottling, car# was exorcised hereby an approximtely equal 
amount of sample was procured from each Can that i#s produced on the 
premises# In that way, it could be reasonably assumed that the sample 
was. a mixture of milk furnished by all the animals on the fam# In 
some instances, the time of milking was so late in the afternoon that 
the samples of inilk were collected the following morning#
As a consequence of those methods of collection, it is 
Claimed that the mdik samples in this investigation repr##nt those 
likeOy to have been bought by consumers, vjhether from fame or from 
dairies. The procedures were repeated up to three times in the case
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off premise© Wimue previou© had been found to give positive,
or lndetemlmte,'eerologleal reiulte and to have bem biologically 
negative* The total ■number of mük eemplêe in this group me 12Ô ■
originating from 13.4 farms m  ' already mentioned*
GROW 2$ 8A$em8 OF TAKEN FROM marmmiSING ?1#T8#
since the sample© were taken from two different types of
pasteurielng plants,, two different methods of smapling had to fee 
adopted, namely#,
(a) For batch plants, in which the milk is heated to 61%# 
or 65%* for not. Ims tWn 30 minutes and then cooled in liidividual 
batches in tanks* One Mlk ample was taken from each tank before 
pasteurisation and another after treatment by heat*
(b) For plants dependent on #e "Hl^ i Temperature Short f toe" 
system, in which the raw milk ■■runs continuously from the storage tank 
into a SBBll balance tank %*ence, at a controlled rate of flow, a 
constant stream of ifiük is pumped Into the pasteurising machine# There 
the milk is filtered and heated to 71#76%. for not less than IS seconds 
vhm 'it is Imiedlately cooled to a température of, usually, l£>%, are 
it is wlthdruMi throu#% the bottling plant* The length of time taken 
by the milk to pass from the small balance to the outlet of the 
bottling plant is about 50 seconds* A saii^ le of raw milk was taken 
before treatment, by heat either from the small balance tank, which was
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easily opened, or from the tube which oaiTied the raw milk to the 
pasteurising machine# Some fifty oeoonds %atqr, a second aampl© was 
dram from the tube oar%#mg the pasteiudsed mük to the bottling plant* 
Those- procédures were designed to enaure that a batch of mü,k was 
adequately sampled in both the ram mû the pasteurieed state# To cover 
most of the imHlc delivered to the paateurleing plant on a particular day, 
samples were extracted at hourly intervale and removed to the laboratory 
without delay# Samples were collected from pasteurising plants once or 
twice per week, depending on the amount of milk under treatment# On a 
number of occasions, the samples had to be stored oveml#t in a 
refrigerator at 4%* ere they were tested on the following morning# 
Altogether, 12Ô samples of milk (76 raw and $0 pasteurised) were secured 
from 27 different $^ ants# As a rule, tW samples were cqlleoted into 
ordinary milk bottles which were supplied by the pasteurising firm 
concerned and had been sterilised by exposure to steam# Occasionally, 
bottles specially eterilised iy dry heat ware used to contain samples#
All the work of collection was dome by the writer himself.
GBOUP 3: SAf'IgmS OF MILK m / W  FROM ABORTING miMALS#
All were provided by practising veterinary surgeons and were 
taken from anima3.s with a history of recent abortion, of which brucellosis 
was the suspected cause# The group consisted of 73 samples of milk 
drawn from 56 animals located on various fanis in tile Vlest of Scotland,
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the exception of three epeolmeno- %at came from the North of Beotland# 
Qmrter smiles from: bûm of #osè animals were oe#rately examined by 
serological, and by euXturü mean© hut, for the biological test, the 
samples from each animal wore pooled.
omup &: sAems op m m  oBTAmED pmm iwiviwAL mimis oF A cœiiFiED
imD AMD ASSœmTBD WITH A CASE 0F W m N  BRUOBLIOSIS.
Those amples wore drawn into aterllioed bottles pxipvided by
the Pathology departmmt of the Dnlvereity of Glasgow feterlnaxy School#
In all, 51 mük samp3.ee were procured from 51 laetating com in the hard#
The man involved was a medical physician Who had contracted
the disease through the conowption of milk forWiccming from the herd#
by courtesy of the Medical Officer of Health, the further facta of the case
may be summriaod aa follewa# After illness at home lasting for two weeks
mû characterised by headache, feveristeeaa and alight soreneas of the
throat, the patient we removed to hospital suspected of either mtric
or afeqrtte infection* On admission, there was pyrexia %#ich responded
rapidly and completely to administration of achroiiycin* The wicfei
reaction for artferic fever was negative# By contrast, the titre of
agglutinins for ^ .abortus, was 1 in 8D0D and rose to 1 in 000 eight days
afterwards but, seven days later still, had declined to 1 in iooo*
Altogether, thé patient 'was in hospital for eleven days, during which
period all attempts to racover Br.# -abortus were unsuccessful*
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Altogether 380 samples of bovin© were ooHlootsd for 
investigation mid wore given the following dlstingi^lahing numfeems
% <" jL^4ÿ in the case of certified' milk,
,LH 7âB, do. bull? raw milk,
50P* do* pasteurised milk,
lA # 56â, do. milk from aborting anlmle and
m  ^ m . do* samples derived from a certified
Repeat retained their original numbers*
were assayed by the following raethods of eurveyg
A# Serological es^ mdnation; 0# Oultnml esmlnatlon mad
Bé Biological wWmation; D* M^ arosoopieaX œarnbmtlon*
A. simmaiGAL EXAMmATmN $
The seXooted methods comprised:
(1) . The iidlk ring (or Abcrtm-Bang Bing) test ;
(2) The milk plate agglutination tmtg
(3) Thé ftîük capillary tube test and
(4) The îidBc^ viiey tube agglutination test*
1. THE mtK RING OR (ABCBWS^BMG ËNG) .
Originally described by lleischhéœr (1937) and Herman (1937) 
in Germany, the Jffilk Bing Teat was introduced for the dlagnoaia of 
bruoolloale in Infected lactatirig cows and dppmds upon interaction
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between stained %. abortrtie antigens and homologous 
antibodies present in the milk. Agglutination ensues and is possibly 
followed by adsorption of the clumped alorQ-organisœ to the protein- 
membrane of the fat-globuloe of the milk. VJhen the latter ascend to 
form a layer of gmvity cream, a blue ring is produced at the surfaoo 
of the fluid*
Since its inception, - the mill? ring test has come, to be 
œteoaiyely Used in different ^ rts of the world, particularly Sweden, 
Demmrk and The United States of America# Both the- procedure of the 
test and the mode of -preparation of the antigen have be# improved by 
the Swedish workers Norell and Olson (1943), and by Danish 
investigators, such as Minther and Hanson (1943) # Si# & Jergensm 
(19#) (194#190) and Ghrictlancm ( 190) # The efficienGy of
the tost for both the detection of infected herds and the detenMnatlon 
of infective lactating cows has bem confirmed by Slot & Jorgonsm 
(194iî^) and by Christiansen (190) . %ose authors compared the results 
of the milk ring test with those of serum agglutination and, in respect 
of 14,0.QP herds, Ohristiansen (190) found the two to be in accord in 
93^ 95 per cent of instances# Again in eomparison with the serum 
agglutination test# Eoepke (1949) reported that the miH? ring
test proved to be 75 per cmt effectual in the die#ve# of reacting 
herds in Dîhmesota#
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The application of the milk ring teat to the present 
iaireetl^ tlon wa Intmded prtorily to screen milk sampXea for the 
presence of Brucella agglutlnlne md, Imcldmtally, to pomiM 
comparlaon of the résulta with those of biological and cultural 
examinations, To carry out the teat, 1*5 mi# of a well shaken ©ample 
of milk we placed into a narrow test-tube to- fom a qolum, approxi- 
matcdy, £#5 cm# high# One drop {o#o4 ml#) of a 
ha#mto%lin^-etained mepmeion of abortus antigen (Geatral 
Veterinary Laboratory Standard) was then added by meam of a capillary 
glass pipette# After the contents had hem thorou#ly mixed by gmtle 
inversion several ttoos, the tube vaS incubated at 37%# for one. hour 
when the test was reM# Results were recorded and interpreted as 
followsI
(a)  ^4 ^  t ( e* Stron^y positive ) if the colour of the superficial 
cream layer was disttoctly blue and that of the suhjacmt îidH? %#s 
lAlte#
(h) 4> t 4' C positive ) if the colour of the cream ring was 
distinctly blue and that of the rest of milk was faintly blue#
(c) 4 {  ^weakly positive ) if the colour of the ring
was distinctly blue and that of the milk also ms blue#
(d) 4 (  ^Doubtful ) if the blue colour of the cream ring was
slightly deeper than that of the rest of the milk or if the contents of 
the tube were of unifom shade#
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(©) - (a Negative ) If the colour of the cream ring was 
White or slightly bluish and that of the rest of tiie mÜk romined 
distinctly blue, (fig* No. 3)* In respect of the final group of 
samples, whilst the test continued to be used in the manner described 
above, the following modifications were Introduced;
(1) Incubation at 37%* wms discontinued and, instead, the test-tube 
with its contents was left at room temperature for 5 minutes lAereupon 
it was subjected to centrifugation at a maximal speed of 100 r.p.m* 
for 3 minutes* The results so obtained proved to be exactly the same 
as those given by the customary method.
(2) The material under test was left at room temperature for 5 
minutes and was th^ centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for 3 minutes. When 
t!io results of this modified method came to be collated with those of 
the standard procedure, the following differences were observed;
(a) In the case of sait^ les, which were strongly positive or pcs itive 
by the standard procedure, the colpur of the cream layer was distinctly 
blue whilst that of the milk was white.
(b) Samples, that were weakly positive by the standard test, exhibited 
two cream layèrs, the topmost of which was pale blue whereas the lower 
stratum was totensely blue and thinner whilst the subjacoit milk was 
white and some of the stained antigen had settled on the bottom of the 
tube*
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Fig. 3% Fiv# different roaetionp obtained with 
milk ring test after incubation at 
'C. for one hour.55* <
Fig. 4t Four different reactions obtained with the 
milk ring test carried out with the rapid 
centrifugation at 3000 r.p.m. (eg.) for 3 
minutes.
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(c) In the Instance of ©amples, ttot gave a doubtful reaction by 
the customary ring method, the cream again occurred in two layers, 
the upper of vMoh was lAite #ll$t the lower was blue and also very 
thin; the underlying iidik was faintly bluish and the amowt of antigen 
at the bottom of the tube mcceeded that found in the preceding, or 
weakly positive, group. Indeed, some doubtftO. reactions fell into the 
negative group.
(d) Negative samples presented a single Miite layer of cream that 
rested upon milk #iich was blue in colour, (Fig. 4).
Whm test material was centrifuged for longer than 3 minutes, 
the appearance of the cream layer remained unaltered although, in the 
case of doubtful or negative samples, the milk ms distinctly white and 
the sediment was more abundant. In all cases, the use of m  angle 
centrifugé led to sharper results, as is clear if Figure 4 be compared 
with Figure 5. Indeed, some samples, that gave a doubtful reaction 
by the standard test, vmtc distinctly negative after centrifugation at 
hi# speed.
2. THE m m  PLATE AGaLUTINATION TEST.
Diagnosis of brucellosis by means of the rapid microscopic 
serum agglutination test was first successfully damnstrated by 
Owatkin (1923), the technique of whose test was subsequently improved 
by Huddleson & Abell (1988a). Gerber (1935) applied the procédure to
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Fig. 5. Negative and doubtful reactions 
resulted fey means of an angle 
centrifugation at 3000 r.p.m.
Fig. 6, Five different reactions given by the 
milk plate agglutination test after 12 
minutes at room temperature.
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j^ yuoejjLa agglutinins in mük vjith th© aid of a 20 per emt suspension 
of homologous bacteria #ich, ho proposed, should he suitably stained. 
Finally, Blake ^  ^ *(1952) made use of the antigen presoribod for the 
milk ring test by mixing it with milk on a glass slide and reading the 
reaction after a lapse of 12 minutes at room temperature. Blake and 
his CO- workers so tested 61 bovine and 122 caprine samples of milk and, 
after comparing the results with those of the serum agglutination, 
pronounced the plate method to have identified 99.7 per cent of infected 
cows. Th^ stated that the best results were forthcoming by use of 
The Bureau of Animl Industry Antigen at a cellular concentration of 
3 per cent and that a positive reaction was to be had mük of an 
infected cow was diluted to as much as 1 in 30. A working party of 
the Public Health laboratory Service (1956) reported that the mÜk 
plate test was not so smsitive as the mük ring reaction for 
identification of B^cella - infected herds after the r^ults of both 
tests had been compared with those of biological emminatiom in respect 
of 2,923 milk samples. Milunovic (1957) compared the îiilk plate 
agglutination test with the sermz agglutination test in application to 
106 cows from three healtliy herds and to 27) cows from three hoNs 
afflicted by chronic brucellosis and concluded that the former method 
was a convenient and reliable one for routine screening of suspected 
herds. By means of the milk plate procedure together with the mük
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ring test, McDiarmid ej. §1 (190) investigated the state of inmtunity 
of individual cattle which had bem immnised W.th strain 19 vaccine , 
before breeding age and were eubeeqtimtly exposed to infection by 
Bruc.éÜa abortus# Those woricore stated that bcth tests wore of little 
value for their particular purpose, since milk from non-infOcted cows 
sometimes gave positive results vhilet many samples from known infa& od
animals proved negative to both reactions.
' -i;
For" milk plate agglutination, the writer adopted the following 
procedure. By means of a capillary glass pipette, O.09 ml. (#throe 
drops) of rniHt md 0*03 ## (# one drop) of stained antigen were
deposited on a scruphlomly cleaned slide, mixed thomu^ily with the
aid of a bacteriological loop and left on the bench for 12 minutes 
mder suitable cover. The result was read ivith bright ll#t from a 
source located below the specimen and so arranged tMt only the mh?ture 
is illuminated, ■ Any lateral li#t serves to obscure the smll floçules 
that are encotmtored. Results, md the interpretation thereof, were 
ragrtded m  follows 1
(a) $ 4 4, ( # Btrongiy positive), if about 75 per cent, or more, of 
the atained antigen was agglutinated into large flooulea that were 
visible to the naked .eye.'
(b) + f » Positive ), if froai go-75 per cent of the stained antigen
was agglutinated.
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(o) + + ( « Weakly positive ), if less than 50 per cent, but more
than 25 per cent, of the stained antigen \ms agglutinated.
(d)  ^ ( » Doubtful ), if leas than 25 per-cent of the antigen ws
agglutinated or if only a few saall flocules were appreciable.
(0) - ( » Negative ), if signa of agg3-utinaticn were not peroeptlbl©
and the mixture remained homogenously opaqu© ( # ).
3. THE m m  OAFXLUm TUBE TEST.
The capillary tube test ims first totroduced by King (1951) 
for the detection of Brucella agglutininjj in iidlk and for the diagnosis 
of brucellosis in infected lactating cows. The procedure la also based 
on the phenomenon of agglutination and the requisite antigen is same as 
that used in the milk ring test. Antigen-is brought into contact \d.th 
the milk under test in a capillary glass tube* In the case of a 
positive reaction agglutination of the stained antigen gives rise to
large flocUles which by means of briglit are seen to be scattered
}*
throughout the milk* The reading of the test is facililtated by use of 
a hand leas.
To perfOOT the test, one end of a capillary tube, Û cm. long, 
is tonersed into the stained antigen i#ere it is hold until fluid arises 
to a hei#t of, approxlmatoly, 5-6 millimetres. Any excess of 
CuBpensiCn imy removed if the tip of the tube be li#tly touched 
with filtear-paper* If the antigen does not readily ascend, rotation
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of the tube betwm tlie forefinger and the thumb may prove 
helpful but shouJ,d the inside of the capillary tube be wet, the fluid 
wilt mount qulcîcly* The tip of the tube is then introduced at an 
acute ang?-0 into the oample of mlH? under teat v&xmx the latter proceeds 
to rise and mixes 't'dth the antigen to yield an uniformly blue colurm.
As Boon as the fluid approxhmtes the upper aid of the capillars^ ' tube, 
the 3.attor ia closed by application of the forefinger and, held in the 
horizontal position, it is transferred to a piece of plasticine. Therein 
the lower mû is inserted so that the tube rest© at an angle of 45°, and 
the reaction allowed to proceed for tliirty niinutes at room tcmi^ erature 
ere it is read.
Despite the fact that it is easy to perform and is pmcticable 
imder field conditions, the capillary ttibe test has not yet been used 
as mch as has the milk ring reaction. It has been employed, however, 
in America by Horse & Pope (l95£), in Britain, by a working party set 
ixp by the Pulüiû Health Laboratory Service (1956) and also by Jameson 
(1957)* The value of the test for the detection of Brucella 
agglutinins in milk %e confimed by those workers. King (l95l) 
reported, after emmination of 428 samples from individual aninvals, an 
agreement of 92.7 per cent betwem the capillary method and the blood 
serum agglutination test* Dhrse & ^ ope (1952) found the capillary 
method to be useful for the screening of quarter milk aeunples submitted
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for cultural evldmco of Br# abgybh^  recovered the micro* 
organism from 171 samples of milk which gave a strongly positive 
reaction and f^ o^m 2-that were positive * They were unsuecésaful in 
their attempts to isolate Bgucellag from samples that proved no#tive 
to or were doubtful by oapillaicy tube test.
In the Viîriter*s experience, the changes encountered in the 
capillary tube test, perfomed as described above, and the relevant 
interpretations atay be sumii^ rized, thuss
(a) ). -Î- ( G= Strongly positive ) when the column was found, to 
consist of vàiitQ Jïiilîcy parte, separated by deep blue portions comprised 
of clumps of agglutinated antigen.
(b) 4 j. ( a? Positive ) , when #ere occurred a mixture of bluish* 
v^ hite milk and antigen togetlior with deep blue flocculi, consisting of 
agglutinated bacilli.: , •
(c) •> . { <^ Weakly positive ), when the coluimi appeared bluish
throu#out with several aggregates of deep blue colour.
(d) * ( % Doubtful ), vhen a few clmijps were found scattered vjidely
tIwou#oUt a distinctly blue column#
(e) - ( » Negative ) , #en the - colmm of milk md antigen was
*
unifoWly blue in colour and the lower-part of the capillaxy tube 
presented a continuous thin blue line along most of its length,
(Figs# 7 and $ )-
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Fig. 7« A positive and a negative reaction 
given by the capillary tube test 
after 30 minutes at room temperature.
à
a
Fig. Ô. Four different positive reactions 
obtained by the capillaxy tube 
after 30 minutes at room temperature.
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4. THE mi& MiET^ THBB AGGEUTimTlOH TEST.
Zammit (1906) the firet to observe that, for diagamtio 
purposes# an a^lutinatiom test conXd be applied to the milk of goats 
affeoted by l#lta fever as well as to blood-serum* _ The presence of 
Br* abortus^ Boeolfio agglutinim in milk was also mentioned by 
MoFadyean & Stoekmn (1909) » Kennedy (1914) demnetrated the présence 
of Brneella agglutinins in 5 out of 13 samples of now» a milki
S'sddon (1915) suggested in certain eases# milk mi^t 
satisfaetorily replaee blood#ser#i in the agglutination test although 
it had been previously deemed unsuitable on aeoount of its physical 
properties & To ovemme that difficulty# he first olotted the miHc 
by means of lactic acidi f ina3Jy# the presence of ahq#is, 
agglutinins in bovine milk ws demonstrated Ooolédgè (1916) • Later, 
Little & Oroutt (19^ 2) used rennet to clot sample# of milk destined for 
serological testa-* Those authors also showed that gr* abortus
'  f s S S m f f l S "  ' *  # . % " # # # #
ag^Utinins pass from wther to calf the milk*
The physical difficulty of obtaining blood samples in certain 
areas together with the necessity for frequent testing of herds afflicted 
by a high incldmce of the disease constituted reason enough for the 
investigators to use whey for the detection of the presence of 
agglutinins in the animal bo%. A direct correlation appeared to 
mist' between the mount of antibody present in blood and that la mille
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mâ fitrther research proved thé whey agglutination test to be a 
valuable on©* Siidth ©t al*(lf23) showed that the ratio of Brucella 
agglutinins in the milk to those, in the •blood of infected cows varied 
from 1/32 to 3/64 and tot* whm te# abartus became localised In the 
udder, the amount of spécifie agglutinin in the mill rose wli^ reby the 
ratio was altered to 1/4# 1/2 or even beyond 3/1*
For thé diagnosis of Ban@*s diseas#, Huddléson & Abell (1928b) 
described a rapid mieroseopi# serum agglutination test, which todiBique 
was réèoffi'Bonded by Torrey (1929) as applicable to for the purpose 
of detecting cowa with ’infected udders* Qraham & Thorp (1930) 
compared the standard- Wisy tube agglutination test wdth Huddleaon% 
rapid method in relation to, p^rosctotely,- 464 of bovine iBilk aampSics. 
The sisisitivity of the two procedures was almost equal b#the; rapid ’ 
test was attended by a greats nm^mr of ^doubtful reactions* Both 
methdW" of lAey àgglutinati-on are now used for the detection of
Karato (1931) stated that the amount of antibody in serum was 
about ten times greater thm that detectable in #%ey* He rej^ rted that 
in onl^ f two out of 31 instances in thidh the serum ag^utination test 
m,B positive did he find the whey agglutination test to be negative* 
Ipntgomerie & Kowtands (1932)' stated that the yéi^  teat mi#t with 
advantage be more frequently employed* Bierphoper (l933) and. Hall &
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Leapraôntih (1933) used remet and chloroform to obtain clear whey 
from cow’s milk»
ËéidiKiller (1934). declared that the rapid vdiey agglutinationi'
teat iBuêlÜy gav© positive- reau!# 4 0 the cmp -of. milk amplee obtained 
from ÇOW véMi a blood titre of 1/10 and upward* In a smv^ ey of 469 
eamplee of mil%, he foimd that 10 13 totaneoe the mpld teat failed 
to detect infection in antoals in # 1#  titres of 1 in 10 or 1 in 20 
had been dete#lned by means of the standard tube test *
In the investigation reported in this thëeie, vtiey we obtained 
by adding three drops of rmnet and about 0*5 ml* of chlorofom to 
2*3 I#* of milk in a teet tube*  ^The ml#nre “we then thorouÿûy ahaken 
m  tha$' the chloroform became emulsified and 0 ervod to dissolve fat- 
globmee. After Inm&ation at 37%. for' one how, the RiixtUre we 
omtrifuged and #e dear mp##atant v^ hey employed for the t#t*
The Bruodla antigen adopted for the experiment we supplied 
by the oentrd veterinary i^ boratoiy Weybridge and, before use, we 
dilnlbd to 1 in 10 id# -oterilo norml ( 0*8§ per cent ) eaiirié 
aolution*
■ The teat was performed in narrow ( 75 mm# x 8 %m* ) test-*tubes# 
five of Wich %#re set up in a woodm #ck. By mem a of a graduated
pipette# of me millilitre capacity and ca34brated to the’tip, 0.8 ml. 
of normal saline solution was transferred into the first tube of the
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eoriee and 0.5 ml. into the remaining four tubes. 0.2 rol* of xvhey 
was added to the first tube and thoroughly m:bced with the saline, ao 
to provide a whey dilution of 1/5. 0.5 W». of tlio latter was removed
into the second tube and the contents mixed to yield a dilution of 1/10.
The procedure was continued in the case of the other tubes but from the
last one 0*5 ?iü.. of fluid ws discarded in order that each tube of the 
series should contain 0.5 m3,, of vêi^ diluted to 1/5, l/lO, 1/20, i/40# 
and l/80, respectivt^ y. To each tuba was then added Q.5 ml. of 
standard Bruc©li.a antigen whereby final dilutions of l/lO, 1/20, 1/40, 
l/6o, and 1/3,60 wore forthcoming. The test vms read after xncutetion 
at 37%. for 24 hours.
As the experiffient progressed, it came to be realised that 
additional whey dy.lutiono, of the order of 1/2, l/4, 1/8 et al. 
piemted the détection of the s m U  armunto of agglutinin that may 
occur in milk. Accordingly, the pit)cedure was modified to provide for 
dilutions of lAcy that from 1 in 2 to 1 in '3,60.
B. BIOÏÛCEGAL
In the case of the first and the second groups, about 120 ml. 
of a welA^ shaken sample of milk was distributed into four vjide-mouth 
bottles, of 1 o%. capacity, and centrifuged at 3,000 r.p.m. for 30
minutes. By means of a pipette, the separated milk was wlthdimïi
save for about one millilitre, in which the cream and the sediment
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wéra suspended and 2-3 ml. of the mixture ms thm Injected 
Intramuscularly Into the thl# of a guinea-pig*
In the instance of the'third and tlie fourth groups of samples, 
the amount of milk employed lay between 10 and-25 lA. Bach sa#*le 
that had proved positive to or was indeterminate by serological tests 
was usually injected into one guinea-pig but, occasionally, two animals 
were used* In the case of serologically negative samples, the 
sediment after centrifugation and the crem of tw or three of them 
were suspended individually in a millilitre of separated milk and then 
mixed together* Three ## of the mixture was then inoculatod 
intï^ xmuscularly’ into one guinea-pig,' 1.5 mû.* being injected into one 
thi^ and the remainder into thé opposite limb* Occasionally, one 
guinea-pig vas used for a particular sample* , , %
After inoculation, guinea-pigs were isolated in individual 
cages where th^ were kept under observation for a maximal period of 
ei#t weeks* if m  abscess developed at the site of inoculation, it 
was lanced whilst it was' soft and the pus #q?ressed* Thereafter, thé 
open wound was disinfected with iodine or was treated ^with 
BUlphamethaeine. Three.-or- four weeks after injection, the guinea-pig
was bled from the heart to provide serum that was subjected to the 
agglutination test for Brucella infection* If a reaction to a titre 
beyond 1 in 10 were so forthcoming, the guinea-pig was sacrificed*
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Animals vjith a lower titre were retained until the end of 
the sixth wedk after inoculation# Kept for a j^ eriod of eight weeks 
were those oreaturea which had been inoculated with serologically 
positive or sAologically doubtful milk and vMch had failed to 
develop demonstrable sorum-agglutinins in three to four weeks after 
injection. Finally, if the guinea-pig had been inoculated with a 
serologically* negative sample and three or four weeks later ms found 
not to contain agglutinins in the blood serum, it ms sacrificed sevm 
weeks after injection* Apart from those destroyed at the end of the 
third or fourth week of infection, aH of the guinea-pigs were bled 
again before they were killed and the Serum agglutination test ms 
again carried out# Itoiediately after it ms tied, a guinea-pig was 
destrcyad by dislocation of the neck and subjected to autopsy, during 
mich cultures were made from the spleen and from any enlarged inguinal 
or axlllàsîy lyp^ h-nodes ( Fig* 9 ) that were encountered#
Films from affected organs were stained by Koster*s method 
in which, after fixation by heat, the preparaticn is treated with 
dilute oarbol-fuchsin ( 1 in lo in distilled water ) for 5 to 7 
minutes, washed id.th distilled water and decolorised with 0*5 per cent 
acetic acid when it is again washed with distilled water** The 
preparation is then counterstained with Loeffler's methylem^tiB for 
45 seconds and washed with distilled water before it is dried by
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Fig. 9: A nommai ( right ) and a large infected
spleen ( left ) from guinea-pigs and 
related inguinal lymphatic nodes.
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blotting and In the air. By Koster^e technique, Biucella organisms 
are coloured red and most other organisms as well as tissue cells are 
Bta:Uied blue. In films from some of the serologically positive cavies, 
a few BruceLla like micro-organisms were visible. Attempts to Wee 
a convincing photomicrograph wore largely ^ insuoceasftO,, (Fig. 10 is 
one of the more satisfactory of those efforts # and la availablo for 
Comparison with Fig. 11 idilch is presented on the same page.) The 
tissues were stored in a refrigerator unti.t the reou3-ts of eultural 
exm^inations becamb'available* For primary isolation, the surface
of an organ was seared by means of a spatula that had been heated to ■
!
redness in a Bunsen flàroé and throu^/that area vjas Inserted â capillaiy 
glass pipette, by means of Milch £lûid or a fragment of tissue m s  
extracted end inoculated either to blood agar, or to soium dextrose 
agar, as used by Jones & Morgen ( 1958 ) * The plates wore theniincxibated 
at 37%# for 3 to 15 days inside a jar mde to contain about ID per 
cent CO2# Throu^out the period of incubation, the plates vioro 
examined every third dty, and viaible colonj.es were, ebudiad 
morphologically and by means of films stained by method* If
any resanblance to Bruco3la micro-organi^mo was detectable, a colony 
vjas subcultivated m d  the re$u3.tlng mlero-orgatilsms examined by both 
the rapid and the tube agglutination tests wdth the aid of polyvalent 
Bruo,e3ûa antiserum*
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Fig. 10s ânear from a Brucella-infected spleen 
stained by Koster's method ( x 1330 )•
€
m
Fig. 11% Fi]m of stomach contents of an aborted 
bovine foetus, stained by Koster's 
method ( x 1330 )•
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Brucella cultures so isolated were ultimately identified not 
only serologically but also biochemically and by means of phage typing.
The guinea-pigs chosen for experiment were generally not less 
than 0 6  grams in wei^t in order that they might better tolerate the 
massive injections involved. Viîhen creatures of lesser weight had to 
be used the inoculun was halved and one portion w s  inoculated into each 
of two guinea-pigs#
Before injection, the guinea-pigs were not subjected to 
serological examination for Brucella infection, for the reason that they 
had been bred in relative isolation in the Vetetlnaay School and beyond 
contact vdth the usual sources of Brucella infection. If some risk was 
thereby incurred, it did not prove serious, at any rate, in the light 
of the results forthcoming from the experiments id.th the fifty samples 
of pasteurised milk.
C. CULTURAL EXAimMlOH;
The development of a medium suitable for the isolation of 
Brycella micro-organisms from the ïii31k of infected ^mimais was a problem 
that arose as soon as Horrocko (1905) and Schroeder & Cotton (1911) 
proved that Br;. melitmsls and abortus were present in the milk of 
infected goats and cows. Evans (1915, 1916 and 1918) was the first to 
isolate g£. abgi^us by cultivation from Individual milk samples obtained 
hygienlcally from infected cows. She used 10 per cent bovine serum
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agar as a madiim for groi#! b\it foiond that it did not favour the 
devolopraont of Bruoolla iBioroM^ rganlsro iTom oveiy. soft of milk and was 
least 0'uitc‘d for eampioo of bulk milk, largely, on account of the 
preoenoe of rapidly growing contaminante# Haaloy (1930 ) reported to 
liver infusion agar containing 1/200,000 gentian violet for the isolation 
of Br* abortus from samples of certified milk, Btochmyer (1 9 3 3) 
employed liver infusion agar containing brilliant green or gentian 
Violet, both to a concentration of 1/250,0 0 0* ihe two latter media 
remained in use tmtil Felsonfeid ^  (3-9 5 1) devised oné consisting
tryptosa agar fortified by 10 units of Oirculin, 10 units of Polyiigodn D, 
E5 units of Bacitracin and 230 micrograrmoa of Sulphadiaoine per 
ïidllilitro. Ihe authors stated that their medium enabled Brucella to 
be recovered in pure culture from chicken faooes * Kusdus & Morse (1953 ) 
described amther medium containing albkol^ g^ar supplemented by 6,000 
units of Polymyxin B* SifljAiate, 100 mg* Act idiom, 25,000 units 
Bacitracin, 15#000 units Oirçulin and 1*4 mg* Crystal violet per litre* 
Morris (1 9 5 6) described stHl another medium composed of îryptoee agar 
IÛUB 1/3,000 (v/v) of 5#-njtrofürfiuylmethyl ether, 1/10,000 (vi/v)
Act idiom, 35 units of Bacitracin and 4 units Of Polymixln B# per 
millilitro* Morris claimed that micro-prganisms normlly to be 
encountered in cidtures from faeces or soil mro completely suppressed 
on that mediimi Maoreas Bruce3.1a grew abundantly within 65 hours of
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incubation.
Because certain fastidious types of g£. abortus, such as Typo 2 
Wilsoni do not grow on commercial media, ê,&. alblmi-agar, tryptose 
agar and tîcÿptlçape soy agar without the addition of serum (Jones & 
Morgans 1958), and bècauso they do not develop in the presmc© of 
bacteriostatic dyes ( Huddleson & #ite 1954 ) $ It>rgcn’ (190) compared 
nixiQ different media and concluded that serum^dçxtrose-agar plus 
antibiotics ( S.D.A. medium) was the only selective medium iihich 
supported the groi'Jth of all the Brucella cultures studied. The antibio- 
ties used ivere loo mg, Actidione,6,000 units Polymyiiln B# Gnd 25,000
units of Bacitracin per litre.
; '
Williams ^  (1962) demnstrated a direct relationsMp
between the presmce of Brythritol in the Foetal tissues and the îràssive 
Idealisation of abortus in the foetus. They showed that Exythritol 
was a normal product of the foetal tissues of cows and certain other 
anlmls and tliat in the cotyledons, in which t M t Æbdhol boourred to 
hig^ 3 concmtration, colonisation by % .  abortus was heavier. They also 
proved- that Erythritol stimulated the growth of te. abortus, in' vitro. '
Such findings suggest that the addition of lilrythriWl to s elective media
#
may promote the recovery of Br. aWrtua from milk and other oontamimted
: ;
material*
The media which we%*e. used throughout this experiment were as
follows*
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follows*/
(l) Five per cent hors© Mood agar (2) SorUm dect^ rose agar 
( S*D* medium ) and 8emm iWlbrooe a^r plus antibiotlos ( 8.D.A* medium)* 
Tho tm lattor media were doooribW by'Jones Ik Morgan (1958) who claimed 
that SiDiAi medium suitable for tho solectivo isolation of Brucella 
raicro-organisnB from milk and other contaminated substances*
B.D# and S.D.â# media wore applied to cultivation from 
sampLos of JidXk* S.B. medium and/ more often horse blood agar, were 
used for tho subcultivation of colonies rosàïibling those of Brucella.
For t#e prepa;ration of 8.D.A* medium Bacitracin vns olAalned from Gla:so 
laboratories., Ltd*., and me found %o suppress the growth,of ell standard
strains of te* abortus, melita'iaia and It ms therefore,
1  '
omitted and the expor4a#ts proceeded vdtlt a medlun that contained only 
Fo3yriyxin-.-B. and Actidiono,. to the concmtmtlons mentioned above*
For the first, sécohd and thlrci groups of mille samples four 
plates of B.D* mid four plates of S*D*â* wera inoculated. One drop 
of a mizbure of tho sediment and cream, that sUbsorved-the biological 
test,wM;; doposlted on tho axwiam of. the plat© to one old© Miero it 
was spread over a small arm by mans of a sterile loop* The latter 
wao again storilisad and then used to spread the inocMmi thinly over 
the remaining expansé of plate* Two plates of S. D, mo#m% and tm of 
8.D.A. medium were placed in a McIntosh and Fildes jar together with a 
test-tube containing somo'msWMe cliips and a few mill3.11itres of 
bydrooMoric acid diluted 1 in 4 ( v/v ) with distilled water*
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wter*/
C Tho Incroasod tenaion of carbon dtecldo gaa ë.o produood sufficed 
to promote the grovfth of Br. abosÿip.» ) The jar %s then closed and 
Incubated at 37%. for 3 to 12 days. Two other plates of S. D, medium 
and two of B.D.A, medium were sbraHtaneously incubated under aerobic 
conditions. In the case of the fourth group of milksaiiples the four 
plates of S#DiA* medium were all inoulmted Ûm en atmosphexp containing 
added carbon dioxide.
The plates i^ ere studied every 3 days and any suspicious 
colonies ivere subeultivated to either blood-agar or S* D. mcdiw. For 
subciiltivation, each plate of medium was divide into four sections and 
oaoli section was Inoculated from a different colony, the origin of viiich 
ms narked by means of a vm^ pencil* The plates were incubated under 
the conditions that had applied to tliose ixom wliioh th^ am so# After 
3 to 6 days the cultures were ex^ )mined by means of films stained by 
Gram’s method# Cultures of organisais morphologically resWbllng 
BrucMla wore then subjected, to both the plate ( or rapid- ) and the tube
( or slow ) me#od$ of agglutination with antisérum either supplied by
' /'■
the Wellcome Research Ijs^ boratorles, Beckenham or prepared ^  the. writer 
from Imown Brucella infectod #,%lnea-plgs# When positive ' results were 
so obtained, the cijÇLtures were subjects to further serological asid 
bioohemcoX teste as well as to phage typing#
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typing*/
D , M.CBOSCOPÏCAL BX&î'ilM ATÏO M ,
Ssaüiiy (,1%S) had reported the demonetration of BntcellaG
" '
in iidXlc by mlcroocopal examlviation of film stained Ibgr tiio method 
described by Ko8%owl<y#
Durbig the woïk ^ mder record, D'd.oroe.oopy apxûiéd to 
mixtures of the dediment and cream obtained after centrifugation of 
the first' group of ïâllk sarn]^ eo, the requisite fite having been stained
by Eost'or’s method# For aXltho epeorhima in the second, third and
(
fourth groups# microscopical 0:midnation was discontimed baoauce It 
proved to be of litt3.e value In the detection of Bxuccllae in rnHîc.
4* he;ssults*
The Information tabulated on pages 64 to 70 has been abstracted 
from tho imse of recuite which accrued from tho biologic,al and various 
sorologica3- examinations tlmt applied to 349 sompiea of milk that 
were of the foll.oW.ng origin:
(X) 114 samples of certified milk (1st* group; Table X# page 64);
(2) 78 samples of btülc raw milk (2nd* groups Table 2 , page 66);
(3) 50 samples of the preceding milk after it had bom subjected to
pasteurisation (2nd* groups Table 3 , page 67);
(4) 56 samples of milk procurod from cows vMch had aborted fx’om
various causes , (3rd* groups Table 4 , page 68) m û
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Bnâ/
(5) 51 sanpXos of milk from cows of an attested herd, to whldi latter
a case of human brucellosis had been traced (4th group; Table 5,page 7^ )#
Tables lA (page 65 ) and 4A (page 69 ) are extensions of 
tables 1 and 4* The former gives the results of 14 repeat samples of 
the first group and the latter reveals the results of 23 teat samples 
from 6 animals in the third group.
Here, it is necessary to emphasise that tables 1-5 have bom 
simplified by oiidssion of a U  the samples of milk which proved to be 
lAolly negative, that is, Wiioh did not respond to any of the chosen 
procedures of study. In that way, imioh tedious repetition has been 
obviated without, it is Claimed, any sacrifice of essential data.
In the case of cultural examination, Brucellae were recovered 
directly from only five samples of milk, of which one pertained to 
group one, another was derived from group 3 and the remining three 
belonged to group four. Those samples were also pas itivc vdth tho 
biological procedure.
Mcroscopical examinations in the first group gave 
inconcluaive results only in two Instances in which the results of the 
biological procedure proved to be positive.
Results of tho standard ring test in the fourth group of 
sangles are available in Table 5A (Page 7i) for coîif^ arison vdth those 
forthcoming when that test was modified by centrifugation at slow
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slow/
and at high epeeds.
fables 6 - 1 0  (pages 72 to 74) also summarise the porcmtago 
of findings obtained with the different groups of samples tested by 
the four serological tests mployed.
Table 13 (page 77 ) is presented diagrommatically of all 
the results obtained vdth the fotir groups of samples* On the left 
aide are given the groups, the number of the milk samples and the 
number of the farms and animala concerned* In the middle part, the 
results of screening by the six methods of testing are tabulated and 
the number and nature of the various reactions are recorded. Finally, 
on the ri^it side of the diagram, the incidence of Brucella infection 
encountered in the four groups of milk are stated*
Fig. 11 which succeeds table 13, gives the geographical 
location of those herds from which Byucella micro-organisms were 
isolated.
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TABIE 5A. ŒSÜLTS OF THE RING TEST BY STANDARD AND BY
tDDIFIED FROGEDmm.
Sample Date M I L K  R I N G  T B S
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -  •s-
f
No, Collected. INCUBATION AT OmTRIFUGATIOm AT
37®C, 100 r*p*m. 3000 r.p.m*
3B 1, 5.63 4'+++'
m 1, 5.63 +++
6b 1. 5,63 ++ •i'4* ++
6B 1. 5,63 4“ 4* 4* 4*
13B 1. 5,63 + +
lliB 9. 5.63 Neg. Neg. •+•+
18B 9. 5.63 ++ 44
s6e 9. 5.63 Keg, Neg* 44
36B 9. 5.63 +++ +4+ 444
m 9. 5.63 Keg. Neg* 44
45B 9. 5,63 +4" 44
U7B 9. 5.63 44
SOB 9. 5.63 j 4-t 44
M.R.T. = Milk ring test. Neg. a Negative.
M.P.T. » MUt plate teat. Poa* a Positive.
M.C.T. a MiUc Capillary tijbo test. + a Indicates the
MkW.f # p Mlk whey agglutination teat*
of positive reaction
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T m É  6: CERTIFIED MIK,(GROUP 1).
Nature of reaction. Number of samiÆes,
a* Strongly positive 
be Positive 
£. Vlèàkly positive 
d* Doubtful
£. Negative
Ring test*
9 (9)
7 (7)
2 (3)
5 (4)
91 (91)
Plate T.
6 (6) 
5 (4)
5 (5)
5 (5) 
93 (94)
Capillary
5 (6)
Ô (6)
3 (3)
5 (4) 
93 (95)
T. Whey Ï. 
8 (3û)
10.6 (94)
Total mmbo r of
smnplGs 114 114 114 114
(114) (114) (114) (114)
Aggregate of positive
reaction 23 21 21 8
(23) (19) (30)
Percentage of positive
sa%OLes 20.18 18.42 18.42 7.02
(20.18) (17.54) (16.67) (8.7?)
Figures in brackets embody the results in Table lA,
m U M  ?s BULK mw am, (group 2).
Nature of reaction* Number of samples.
Riïig tesfe. Plato T. Gapillaiy T. Whey Ï.
a# Strongly positive ? 1 1 «Vf
b# Pos itive 12 1 2 14
£* Weakly pmitive 15 10 6
d# Doubtful 5 7 12
Negative 39
1
59 57 64
............ ..
Total nuinber of
sample 7Ô 78 78 78
Aggregate of positive
reactions 39 19 21 14
Percentage of positive
samples 50,0
fi-i......... ...................... ....... ................................. ...........................
24.4 26.9 17.9
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T4DliB 8. PiKiTEüRiaH) MIlJC, (ŒOUP 2).
K tirrib c r o f  so m jiL e a .
Nature of réaction. Ring Test* Plato T. Capl3.1ary T. VAioy T *
a* Strongly poSitivo IKI mm mm «KH
■Pooitivo ■ z 1].
£# Weakly positive IZ 10 7
CÎ* Doubt 15 5 7 f*a
£« Negative 21 35 36 39 . . r
total mmber of
, ' samjilos 50 50 50 50
Aggregate of |X)sitive
1 reactions 29 15 14 13.
Percentage of positive
sarnploa* 58*0 30,0 28*0 22*0
TABLE 9. : SMPLE3 FROM XNDîVXDUiOi ABORTING ANXÎ-IALS^ (citoup 3):
! Nature of reaction.
Number o£ sarajSLea.
Ring Test * Plate T. Capillary T* %ey T* 1
£. Sti’ongly ipC'Sitive 18 17 19 *«?
B* Positive ( . 3 g 2 22
£$ WoaId.y positive .1 4 3
d. Doubtful Z 3
Negative 3Z 33 29 34
1 , Total'nimi^ er of
' sanpieb e^ famined 54 56 56 56
 ^ Aggregate of positive 
reactions 24 23 27
......  !
22
, Percentage of positive
-----------t
samples, A4 *44 /jl.l 48.a 39.3
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TABÜ5 10. ÏKDIÎIiTOAL SâKPIES OP CffiflPÏED MÏLK, GROUP 4.
Nature oi reaction* Number of samples
Ring Test* Plate T. Capillary T# Whey T$
a* strongly poaitive 2 4 4 •*
b. poaitlve 2 2 2 8
£$ Weakly positive 5 1 1
d. Doubtful 1 2 2 w
e* Negative
j .
41 42 42 43
Total number of 
.samples# 51 51 51 51 ,
Aggregate of positive
reactions
i _  .
3D 9 9 8 ,
Percentage of positive 
 ^ aaàtples:. 19.6 17.7 17.7 15.7
T.=> 'feat
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Fig. 12% The location of the fazns frcui which Brucella-infected 
milk waa procured. The numerals indicate the mmbers of milk 
samples obtained from the fams.
L - 3ÔA, 39A, AOA and 41A. S « 3B, 8B, 44B and HOB.
Samples Nos. lA and 4A were obtained frcm a fana in Nairnshire 
and Sample No. 35A came from Banffshire.
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isolated./
5* DXSCIISSIQH* '
A. momSGOPIGAL EKAIWWATIOH. '
With t&m aid of selective differential stainiagi Brucellae 
were not readily demonstrable mder the microscope in films imûù 
from a mixture of the Cream and sediment obtainable after 
Centrifugation» %e microscopical mode of examination was 
discontinued after it had been apj^ ied to 114 original samples of 
certified milk in the first group because^  by then# only two specimens 
(1#?7 per cez%t) had been found to be of poasiblo'diag^ iostic 
ai^ iificance. Certainly# BruceuLla inlcro^ organlsms were later 
recovered from both samples via guinea-pigs but# had a diagnosis been 
made on microscopical evidmce alone# only an inconclusive report 
Would have been justifiable in each instance* In passing# it has to 
be observed ttet as a sequel of biological es^ vidnatlon Byucellae was 
obtained from 15 other samples in v&ich the micro-morganism was not 
detected under the microscope.
B* DIRECT CULTURAL EXAIOTAHON.
On only 5 occasions did cultural eocamination result in the 
recovery of Byuoeila mioro-^ or^ nlsms from the samples. One (6.87 per 
cent) was of mixed certified milk# one (1*78 per cent) consisted of 
individual milk from aborting animals and three (5.88 per cent) were 
individual sasnples of certified millt. The recoveries wre mde via
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serum dextrose agar that contained FoXpyxta B * and Actidlone 
(8,D,Aa)# The medium did not :prove satisfactory for the isolation 
of Brucella micro^orgemisms from heavily contaminated oampleo*
When serum dextrose agar %&thout antibiotics (5,0*) ms used# 
most of the plates were overgrown by contaminants# such as Graow 
positive cocci*- Gormeb^cteria. Gram^ negativ# bacilli md moulds* In 
the case of S*B*â* medium# the plates were seldom overgrown by amulds 
but# the seme contaminants could also grow# to a lesser extent# on 
that medim* fhe hi#% percentage of cultural recovery of Bnieellae 
from samples of iirfJJs in the fourth group suggests that the chmice of 
cultivation from individual certifiM milk is greater than that from 
mixed certified miUt* Uven In the ease of individual samples the 
percentage of cultural recovery was not as Mgh as #&t lAich attended 
the biological method of isolation^  According to Morgan (i960) the 
more plates used for each sample the greater is the elmnce of 
recovering the mlero^ or^ nisB#  ^He stated that size plates per milk 
sample would tee a realistic number#
#ir (1955) used a medium# which contained only Polymyxin B* 
and Actidione in the same concentrations as were used to the present 
experiment but found that the method wbs impracticable as a routine 
procedure because of the la%e number of contamtoants mcountered*
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mcounteredè/
0* Bmimiokh m m m m a n  of mm.
(I) FiXm EBîG TESlh
In fable .14, Infra, are imiàtered the nltimte restate of the 
data that are detailed in tables 6-10 (Pages 72 to 74) ^ which results 
are escpreseed in percentages of the total nimber of samples originally 
examined. On average# the milk ring test emerges ahead of the other
TABLE 14.
GROUPS OF 
Mim#
PPilCaMTAGBS OF POSB’IFB SAI-ÎPIÆS 
G I W  BY THB SBmiOGICAL TBSTS.
Ring Test* Plate Test* Capillaiy #iey T*
1. certified. . 20 .IS 17.54 16*67 7*02
2. Bulk raw. 50.0 24*4 26*9 17*9
3. Pasteurised. 58*0 30*0 28*0 22*0
4* Pi-om atcrted 
individuals. it4*44 41.1 48*21 39*3
S. Certified from 
individuals. 19.6 17.7 17.7 15*7
Average 38*44 26.14 27.5 «3*38
three procedures eri^ loyed for the detection of Brucella aggljutinins 
present in milk* That superiority was highest in the case of bulk 
raw and pasteurised milk but was scarcely dlatingulehablo in the 
instance of mixed certifié Diillc and of individual samples. In
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■ application to milk obtained from oasça of clinical abortion# the 
milk ring test proved inferior to. tiao capillary test and vm only 
$ll#tly enperior to the plate test and a little more m  to the 
whey testrf
Positiva results obtained by the four oerologloal tests are 
compared vûMi those of .the positive biological examlnatlons (Table IE# 
Page 76 )w The first colmrn of that table show that a positive 
reaction given by mj of the four serological teats does not 
necessarily indicate the presence of Brucella micrcMorganism in milk*
As is revealed in that colmm# totals of 65# 4S# and Ê9 positive 
aaiitples detected by ring# plate# capillary- md whey teste# respectively# 
gave negative biological and cultural results# ■ On the other hand# ■ 
Tablé Ik (Page 65 ) discloses that the micro*^ orgmism my bt;.recoverable 
from serologically positive samples if the examinations be repeated# 
Oolumn B of Table 12 (page ,76 ) indicates that the pUk ring tostL-gave- 
a positive reaction in 39 biologically positive samples# whilst the 
Whey test detected 27 and the plate and capillaxy tests each deposed 
37 samples* Column 3 of the same table shows that# including on© 
abnorml sample# the ring test failed to give a positive reaction in 
the Case of g biologically positive samples# that the WiCy test was 
negative in the instance of 17 biologically positive Brn^lm and that 
the plate and capillary tube tests each behaved similaily in the case 
of 7 biologically positive samples*
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samples,/
Table 11 (page 75 ) suggests that# if strongly positive 
reactions be given simultaneously by the ring# the plate and the 
capillwCry tests# the chance of isolating Brucella micro-organism 
from milîç is much highw than when weaïcer reactions are experienced.
It also indicates that 25 of the strongly positive samples detected 
by ring test contained live Brucdlae. idriilst only 21 of the strongly 
positive samples detected by both the plate and capillary tests 
yielded Brucellae, Those findings assigii to the ring test some 
superiority over the other mdes of examination*
Table 5A (page 71) is a record of the results obtained with 
the standard ring tost and those forthcoming vdien that test ws modified 
by centrifugation at slow and at high speeds* With the aid of 
centrifugation at 3#000 |>*p.m*# three other aampios. were detected that 
had not been revealed by the standard procedure or as result of 
cmtrifugation at low speed. All three reactions were of weolciy 
positive Icind but one of the samples (No. 4#) later proved positive 
to the biological test* Those observations suggest that the 
sensitivity of the milk ring tost is promoted by centrifugation at 
hi#% speed* ïtoeover# such a modification was found both to facilitate 
the reading of the test and appreciably to reduce the time required 
for its performnce. Such claims are open to condemnation on the 
grounds that too few samples were involved but# at least# they varrant 
further investigation*
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investigation •/
Todd & Hunney (X9ijO) demonstrated that the temperature of 
pastQwisation did not affect the aggiutlnation-titre of milk from 
reacting cows. In the present investigation, the whey tube 
agglutination test served to show that most of the serologically 
positive pasteurised specimens and the corresponding samples of raw 
milk gave similar titres of agglutination (Tables 2 and 3# pages 66 
and 67 ) * On the other hand, in the case of the ring test the 
positive reactions encountered with pasteurised milk were ordinarily 
less pronounced than those of the corresponding raw samples, evm when 
test specimens were mde to contain m>re ùvma» Those observations 
may be interpreted as follows*
The effect of the sl#e and the disparity of s ieje of fat- 
globules in relation to the ring test reaction was ei^ hasisod ly 
Ogonowski (1955) • As a result of exposure to heat during the process 
of pasteurisation, the fat-gLobuXes of milk tend to coalesce (Aütmn 
1895) or they may lose their surrounding protein membrane and become 
free oil (Judkin & Keener i960)* In that way the globules may become 
either too large or too smll and 00 tend to rise to the top of milk 
at different rates. Agato, the surface area of the fat-globi£Los may 
be lessened. Microscopical study of the fat-globules of 20 samples 
of pasteurised milk, made by the writer of this thesis, confirmed the 
above statements and photomicrographs Nos* 13 & 14 demonstrate the
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Fig. 13: Lorg. fat-globuX.8 of one «anpla of paataurlsed milk
( X 600 ).
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Fig, It: Largo fat-glotiuleo of another aample of paoteurlaad
milk ( X 600 ).
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largo globules that wore fomd in two of the opoclmmo studied.
Those tw alterations in iiiay affect the reaction of the ring test.
The reaction, of ■ the ring test is considered to re.mlt, mostly, 
from filtration and# partly# from the attachment of the stained 
agglutinated antigen to the fat globules. The fo31.owlng evidence is 
offered in support of that opinions
(a) It Is fairly' widely accepted that the ring tost is more sensitive 
Wion it is applied to mixed tnilk than It is to mlUt derived from 
individual animals* It tends also to give false positive resists# 
especially in the case of milk drawn fro# an animal at the or at 
the beginning# of" a lactation period*
(b) According to Ogonowakl (1955), if the aim of fat-globuXea lies 
betwcm 5 and 7 microns# tlie test is much more reliable* Judkins & 
Keener (l9âo) have eWted that the aim of butterfat globules in mill; 
varies not-only with the breed of cow but also with the stage of 
lactation. Itien a cow ia going dry before calving, the fat globules 
become of very small aisé* Thus# in a mixed sample of mill;, the 
globules are more likely to be of suitable oim and so tend to be more 
Uniform to their rate of rising* Uonscquoatly; in such a milk the 
process of filtration is likely to be more effective* The hi^or 
incidence of positive- roau3.ts to the casé of bjak raw milk and of 
pasteurised mil!;, (Table 14, Page 8i ) conflm# the value of that test
8?
test/
in to mixed amtupXm and also indicates that the test
mahles agglptintoa to %?e detected Im mille m m  xéim the latter is 
hlgtty d:O.ut0d*
The role of fat-globulee thewélves and the significance of 
their slBO in relation to the various results given by the mük ring 
test m y  be explained ae foUowet
(1) When a mille with suitable fat-globules but lacking in
agglutinins I0 subjected to the ring teat, the stained ^ &cro#organism
/
in the form of indlvldimls are able to pass through the spaces between 
contiguous fat globules and so are not carried upwards* Thus, the 
test gives a negative result* ■
(2) If such a milk contains homologous agglutinins, the 
stained ^ yucolla^  will clump so that, in Edition to a tmden<^ to 
become attached to the fat-#obulesthe large dLwtera x'dll not pass 
throu# the spaces betwem t he fat-globules but are trapped and 
carried upmrds. On the other hand, when most of the fat-globulee 
in milk are of large etoe, the inter-spacea between them are wider so 
that SOBÏO., or all, of the agglutinated stained antigen escapes and 
the tost x'd.ll give a viealdy positive or a negative result*
(3) In a milk without agglutinins^  When the fat globulos 
are too small, the intsrspacos between them are so narrow that some 
of the stained Bafniceliae^ in the form of individuals, my be carried
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up by th© fatmgloWlee and the test ehom a false position, or 
a doubtfiû., result# In such am Inatmce, the tmdmcy of the fat- 
globules to rise Is reduced whereby they take longer to come to the 
éurfaee# The fat-globulea of goat* a milk and of homogenieed bovine 
mil!; asoand loss rapidly than do those of normal cow* a milk.
II raw and heat-treated mâlk, also gives the
y mm
, a Buspeasion or
pig, or of dog, e%i#hrbcytes or of bone charcoal ie added to a e ample
under teet#- With raw mill; the corpueelea or the particles of ’ 
charcoal rise with the cream 'to give a red or a black rtog, 
respectively#" According to Sehem, the teat is suitable ot 
eow*e mil!; and does not apply to goat* a milk* Moreover, a 
reaction does not become manifest In under two hours at #%*. Such 
a' delay may be due to the w##t of the red blood celle or of the 
bono charcoal,, both of Mil# are heavier tlmn Clumped Brucella micro* 
organism mâ so are ca%Tied m w  slowly' to the top by the globuloa 
of fât#" The relation between the mechanism of that test and that 
of the milk ring teat has been e
elucidate the formationIf the above etatemcnta do not
of the
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ph#iomenon./
As todlcated in Tables 4 mxâ M  (Pages I8&69), the %)late 
and the capillary t w W  revealed ttet ©amples Noe# l6à,' 52â and tliree 
of the fotir teat eanplm, No. 35A, mvo xjooitlva# The #%ey test also 
ohowed that the three teat Oai#lea contained ag^ utiî^ ins and to a titre 
of 1 in 20 but the râng- test was fomid to be unauitable to all -bheoe 
toataucoe, Thoao aaîipleé were œtery and contained 3.ittle, if any# 
butterfat# In too case of samples %&th itnouitablo biitterfat# tho 
nature of the reaction me eSiùo%mâ eo that iiiilk a#iples viitéh contain 
little aggltitinSn imy be litooed by tMs tost* The li-%feriority of the 
ring tost to the- capillary tube test (Table 14# Page 8l ), to 
a|)ip3»ication to *idlk obtained from caoee of clinical atotlcn, ia a 
case to point* Aloo# to the câeo of samples Noe* 3âS# 45B ând 50B 
(Table 5i Page 70 )# wMch were procured from individural oowo# the 
rea,ction of ring toot was leas pronounced than that given by-either 
of the plate and ûapiXLavy test* Thus the efficiency of the ring 
test doponde primarily on the quality of a milk eaiiiplo and# partlciilarly# 
on the ph^ t^ool etote of the butterf&t*
(II) PIATE TEST*
A comparison of the resu3;te of the x^ I^at© aggmWLnailon test 
with those of the stan#%^ rh'ig test tocbxatep timt the foiiaer 
possodoerl several advmtages # namely^
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(a) It am be ueM for the defceotion of Brticella 
aggltïtinins in milk irrespective of its content of butterfât or in 
mük which has been, altered iti consequence of mastitis or of 
fermentation or of homogenisation*
(b) It can be conducted at room tempemture and also in 
the field*,
Despite the mformimtioned advantages, the smsitivity of 
the îidlk plate test is dimlniahed by reason of its inefei|ity to disclose
samples of mük à low 'Contmt of agglutinini Thus# 41 samples
* ' 'i„
(Tables 1-5) were found to be negative by means of the plate test 
but all responded in some degree to the miH; ring test* Personal 
Judgement plays an ipjortant toIb In reading the results of the plate 
test.#
(I#) CAPILIABY TUBE TEST *
As co%#réd the ring test, the following advantages 
attach to. the eapiHa:^ tube test#
(a) like the milk plate test, the eaplllazy tube test is 
applicable Under fl#d conditions and to milk of 'almost any phv^ lcal 
state of quality#. In addition, it tovolvee the use of 'ÿoEgmei'^ sive 
apparatus together with minimal quantities of miHs and of mtigm and 
a result is forthcoming In half- the time necessary with the ring test# 
The capillary tubs teat has the same disadvantages as ia 
assessed by the plate teat# miû was found to be negative in $9 samples
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(tables 1-5, Pages 64 to 70 ), vàiidti were either positive or 
doubtful to the ring test#
the results of the present experiment suggest that the 
capillary tube test is less sensitive than the milk ring test but is 
more reliable than the plate test* Hence in any scheme of eradication 
of brucellosis it wuld be advisable to use the ring test together with 
the capillary tube test for the purpose of screening milk samples#
(IV) mim TUBE AGGmOTATXON TEST #
The average percentage of positive results obtained by this 
test throughout the investigation was 20 #30 (Table 14, Page 8l ) , a 
, figure that ia inferior to that obtained with any of the three other 
serological methods employed.
Column 3 of Table 12 (Page 76) also attests the relative 
inferiority of the agglutination test for the disclosure of Bi^ ucella# 
infected animals inasmuch as 17 samples, that were negative to that 
procedure, proved biologically to contain gr. abortus. Such a failure 
is more than three times higher than that of the ring test and twice as 
high as that of the plate ^ d caplHaty tube tests. Finally, colmm 2 
of Table 12 shows that, relative to the plate, the capillary tube and 
the ring tests, the ratio of samples #ich provW positive to both the 
biological and the W%ey teats were 0.73 in the case of the plate and the 
capillary tube tests and 0*69 in the instance of the ring test.
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fho above evidence suggest that the vdiey tube agglutination test 
la not a reliable moans for the detection of milk derived from infected 
animals or herds* On the other hand# 40 of the 8amx)les (Tables 1- 5 
Pages 64 to 70 ) contained Brucella agglutinins although neither 
biological nor direct cultural eimminations revealed the presence of 
Brucollae. Although met of those samples gave a titre of 
agglutinins that vbb less than 1 in 10, there wore thirteen in i^ ich 
the titre ranged from 1 in 10 to 1 in I60. Those findings suggest 
that the det»eotion of Bruoella agglutinins by means of the lAey test, 
oven to a titra as hi# as 1 In I6D, dçes not necessarily indicate the 
X^ resenoa of Brucollao to milk. That ^ erimce bears out the wH; of 
Baloaet & Manager (1934) #%) declared that the occurrence of 
agglutinins to bovine mllEc is xiot a criterion that gr. abortus Is being 
eltotoated to that secretion. %ntion (1940a) also pointed out that 
the presence of specific aggluttotoe for Bjyycella is not m  tofaHibl© 
indication of tofaction of milk. The results of the samples of 
certified ml3.k (Tables 1 and lA, Page 64 and 65 ) confirmed the 
statement mde by Fitch & Bishop (1937) to WdLch/they said !*If 
aggluttotos for Brucella can be dmonstrated in a 1 to 25 dilution 
to a test of. raw mrkct milk, living Brucella can usually be found" # 
Whey aggluttoation tests, that began with a dilution of 1 to 2, were 
found to give a wider range suitable for the determination of milk 
samples that had a very low content of agglutinin. Those samxl.es
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ml#t well havo boon mlased \nà the tost bem carricKl out from 
a dilution of 1 in lo upwards. In that way it was pio^ l^blo to detect 
agglutinin» in 29 more samples in the <four different groups, since 
two of those samjlee belonging to the aocond group (Table 2, Page 66 ) 
were found to contain Bytacellae,^ the inclusion of lower dilutions 
appears to \yo esx^ o^ially valuable in the case of bulk milk in which 
the individual samples become hl#ly dilute. Agato, tlie results 
of the last group (Table 5# Pago 70 ) indicate that minimal titras 
may be encountered in the case af indlvidml mill; samples dhmm from ^ 
recently infected animals.
D. BlOIOaiOAL MMÏNÂTIOMS. ,
Table 11 (Page 75 ) showe that 18 (15.78 per cent) of the 
certified milk samples in the first group, 8 (10.26 per cmt) of the 
rawbulic samples in the second group, 13 samples (23*21 per cent), from 
aborting animals in the thlid group and 5 (9.8 per cent) individual 
certified mill; in fourth group contained Bracallae* Those
mlcro-organisme.wero isolated from the splem as well as sometimes 
from the enlarged inguinal or axlllaxy lymphatic nodes and on tm 
occasions from the liver* Two of the e^erimontal guinea-pigs aborted 
as a result of infection by Bntce31.a and the micro-organism ms 
iso3.ated from the foetal m W m m m  as wjell as from the spleen, |x?st 
mortem* The infectguinea pigs inoculated with mill; smiples Nos* 12,
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Pig8. above:
Fig. 16%
Infected livers of guinea-pigs Nos. 30R and 39R 
showing «mall white spots just below the peritoneim.
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19, 45, 46, 108, H2 arid 113 (TaUe X ^  UPage 64 and 65 ), 3# 
and 39H (Table 2, Page 66 ), 29A, 30A, 40A, 41^1 and 54A (Table 4, Page 
68 ) and 45B (Table 5, Page 70 ) had gneatly enlarged eplemè, the 
ei^ e being about two to three times that of the normal animl# Those 
guinea-plge also Imd larger inguinal and axillary ly%h nodes. The 
livers of guinea-pigs Nos. 3éU md 39H (Table 2, Page 66 ) wore also 
3-arger than normal, and manifested mny amll tMto foci that were 
situated Just below the x^ eritoneum (Fige. 15 and 16).
Hlatopatîiologlcal study of the livers shewed a focal reaction 
with lymphocytes, some polymorphmuolear leuoocyptes, oooasional giant- 
cells and some necrosis. There was also a moderate macro}togo reaction 
and occasional giant-cells were found in the sinusoids. Such lesions 
at the -surface of the liver of !3ruc03.1a-lnfacted #inm-plga. Iiave been 
reported by Borgfold (1941) • The si^ o of those ot^m in. the other 
Infected guinea-pigs vbb either nomal or slightly larger timn,normal. 
Photogra# No. 9 shows the aiae of the large infected aplem and 
toguinal Xyn# node compared ivith those from a noxmsl guitiea-pig. 
Althou# the sera of guinea-plga Nos. 69, 101,%and44$3 proved not to 
contain any agglutinins, Brucellae ware isolated from the splem of 
each animal.. Guinea-pigs Nos* 101 and 5H were kept for 7 wedcs, No.
/•i{B for 8 weeks and No. 69 died after the first bleeding. On the other 
hand, the s era of guinea-pigs Nos. 114 mid IDE contained agglutinins
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to titres up to 1 in 20 but cultural emminations failed 
to reveal the presence of ^ rucella micro-organisms. Since Brucella 
were later recovered via guinea-pigs from the splenic eubotaices of 
one of those anlmls (No. lOE), out of 18 serologically positive guinea- 
pigs inoculated with 18 samplea of milk from the first group# 17 proved 
biologically positive.
smith (1932b), in an experiment with 123 guinea-pigs injected 
with Brucella-infected r/iilk samples, found some guinea-pigs to give 
positive cultural results and negative serum agglutination tests and 
vmrya. Ferguson and Robertson (1954) also recovered B^cen^e 
on three occasions from three guinea-pigs, the sera of which proved 
to be negative to the agglutination test. Menton (1940a) found that, 
if #ines-pig serum was ecmmined for tlie presence of Brucella 
a^lutinins at three, six and nine weeks after the inoculation of 
milk, more accurate results were obtained, than if the s erum was 
surveyed only at six wedcs after inoculation. Those findings indicate 
that for biological isolation of Bracella from milk, inoculated guiæa- 
pigs shoiûd be kept for a period of 8 - 9 weeks. A period of six 
weeks, Wiiçh is mentioned in some literature, is not long enou# because 
in some instances the appearance of agglutinins in serum occurs later. 
Eair (1955) injected viable Brucella mditensis into guinea-pigs and 
reported that, althou# serum titres of two of the guinea-pigs were
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1 in 10 and 1 in X2Bo resulted^  no growth 'mB observed on cultural 
examination of the eplem* In the present investi gati on# difficulty
was not encomtored to the isolation of the miero%organi&m from the 
spleen of those guinea-pigs wMch had a serum titre for Brucella of 
1 to 40 or ovpr* In some oases* notably those associated vjith guinea- 
pigs tiiat had given nogativo serological, results# two or three colonies 
wre visible softer tm days of tociibation» Thus a period of 15 days 
incubation at 3?%# to an atmosphere of carbon dioxide seem to bo 
necessaxy for the plates Wiioh are tooou3.at<^  vdth the gt)inea-pig 
organsé
Apart from pasteurised milk# there were 6o aamp3,es v&ich wore 
considered positive according to one# or more# of the serological tests 
that were employed but biological ox?Mnation did not result to the 
recovery of Bmoolla aloromorgmilamu^  Such an m^orienco may be 
attributed either to the complote absence of Biycoljlae from th© milk 
sm*g)l3s or to #o presence of au Insuffioierit number of micro-organioms 
to break dom% the resistance of the toocu].ated gutoea^ pige. The former 
View appears to apply especially to the eampleS; of pasteurised milk 
because none yielded Bi^ uoellae whereas 8 of the corresponding raw 
samples were found to contain the mloro**organlsm* Hence# 
pasteurisation under staiKlard conditions seems to rid iidll-c completely 
of living Bruoellae^  It may be that longer than 7 or 8 weeks is
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required for a few BrUcolla Mcro-organisiiio to break down the 
nomml guinea-pig resistance* According to Hutclitogs & Huddleson 
(1943)#■ 10 Brucella micro-organiamo are su^ lTfidLmt to set up infection 
to moat injected guinea-piga#
The absence of déîtonstràble B^yacolla in serologically ix>sitiv© 
samples of rm iïîîllc suggésts either that the aninmls ware not excreting 
the Mcilli by that raute or 'Umt very few ntoro^ organisn^  were 
olJljtitoated* In 'the latter ease dilution with non-toi‘ected milk 
farther reduced the nmA# of mioxworganiam in inocula.
: In a snail on miHt containing aggluti^ atos* 0.01 ml.
of the ring teat antigen added to 8 ml. of the sample to a test-
tube and the mixture spun at 3000 %\p.m. ' for Bo minutes. The 
intention ms to study thé distribution of stained antigen to the milk 
after -centrifugation. If live Bruèella adcro^ organism to such a milk 
behaved like the stained [antlgm^  it indicate Wiieh component of 
thé milk would be the best to choose for the inoculum* It was noted 
that# when the milk sample contatoed agglutinins# the stained antigen 
was parried to the top of vtho fains by the oreaïïi but# whm the sample 
did not contato agglutl^ itop# the stained antigen settled on the bottom 
of the tube. That a%pertomt led the writer to’-modify the technique 
of the milk ring teot by m^is of c mt lifugat ion * '
A total of 2D? gul%ïép#plgs was used toroughout üiie experiment. 
Of those# il died after tool first bleeding but only three of the H
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yielded Brucella mioro-orgsnimm fro# their spleens* The remaining 
Û negative guinea-pigs had hem injected with milk samples vjhich gave 
negative serological test results*
Hero it my he mentioned that one tuberculous milk sangle ms 
revmled during the survey* The milk sample Ho# IE {Table 2# Page ) 
mB inoculated into one guinea-pig# and â weeks after the inoculation# 
the results of biological emmlnations were negative for Brucella* 
Postmortem examination showed some whitish foci! just below the surface 
of the liver and kidn^# Microscopical examinations of film of those 
lesions# stained by the 2iehl-Heelsm Method# revealed the presence of 
acid-fast bacilli* Further investigation mde in the Pathology 
Department proved that the bovine strain of tubercle bacillus ims 
concerned#
6. sm^mté
A total of 380 bovine milk samples was obtained from four 
different sources# namely;
(a) 1BÛ mixed samples from 114 farms supplying certified ndlli 
to the City of Glasgow and its mvirons;
(b) 128 mixed samples from 2? pasteurising- plants in the City
of Glasgow. Seventy-eight of those were bulk raw milk and the 
remining 50 were pasteurised milk;
(c) 73 samples of mill< from 56 individual aborting animls on
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various fame in different parte of the Meet of Scotland and
(d) 51 eagles of certified milk from as mtj  ^cows on on©
farm associated with a case of human brucellosis.
The above specimens wore subjected to the milk ring test# the 
milk plate agglutination test# the milk ca#llaxy tube test# the milk 
wh#" tube agglutination test as well as biological# cultural and 
microscopal examinations. For biological examination, one or 
occasionally two guinea-pigs were used for each serologically positive 
sm^le# In the case of serologically negative samples # one guinea- 
pig was employ^ for a pooled mixture of two or tlire© sangles. 
Occasionally# one guinea-pig was inoculated with a particular 
serologically negative sample. Almost all the experimmtal animals 
wore 600 grammes in weight# or over. The results were as followss
(1) Of the 114 original sa#les concerned in the first group: 
23 (20.18 per cent) were positive to the mük ring test#
20 (17.54 do# ) do. laate test#
19 (16*67 do. ) do. capillary tube test#
10 ( 8.77 do. ) do. #ey tube test#
18 (15.78 do. ) do. biological test and
1 ( 0.87 do. ) do. cultural emmination;
(2) Of 87 bulk raw samples in the second group:
39 (50*0 per cent) were positive to the milk ring test#
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19 (24*4 per cent) were positive to the plate test#
21 (26,9 do* ) do, capillary tube test#
14 (17#9 do, ) do. lAey tube test#
& (10.26 do. ) do. biological test.
of 50 pasteurised samples in that group:
29 (58*0 per cent) were positive to the milk ring test#
15 (30.0 do. ) do. plate test#
14 (2Q.0 do. ) do. capillary tube test#
11 (22*0 do. ) ' do. tdiey tube test and
non© to the biological and cultural examination.
(3) Of 56 samples of milk from individual aborting cow 
in the third groups
24 (44.^ i4 per cent) wore positive to the milk ring test#
plate test# 
capillarv tube test#
VJhey tube test, 
biological test and 
cultural examination, 
sample of certified milk from individual cowi 
in the fourth group:
10 (19.6 per cent ) were positive to the milk ring test#
9(17.7 do. ) cb. plate test,
23 (41.1 do. ) do
27 (48.1 do. ) do
22 (39.3 do. ) do
13 (23.21 do. ) do
1 ( 1.78 do. ) do
(4)1 Of 51
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9 (17*7 I©s? cmt) were positive to the capillary tübo teat#
Ô (15*7 do, ) do, Miéy tube teat# -
5 ( 9*8 do, ) do, biological teat and
3 ( 5*88 do* ) 'do, cultural examination,
(5) The milk ring teat was fouM to be appreciably aupiior 
to the ÿlate# the capillary and the whey teats and the teat was 
lnfe#or to any of the other three eerologlcal metWde eai^ loyed# The 
worth of the milk ring test#, modified by mernie of cmtrlfugation# 
appeared to exceed that of the standard incubation method*
(6) It ms noted that pasteurisation altered the si^ e fi 
the fat##obulm of milk and consequently affected the outcome of the 
ring test. The mechanism of that test ms discussed and the reaction 
ms considered, to result mostly from filtration and partly from the 
attaclmmt of the stained agglutinated antigen to the fat-globules of 
milk* . ' \
, (7) .Some advantages were possessed fey both the milk plate
ag^uttoation and the capiUâry tube tests and the latter ms found to 
bo the better of the two for detecting the presence éf Brucella 
agglutintos in iillk,
(#), The relation between the presence of Bmoel!(a agglutinins 
and thèt of Brucell.a micro-organisms in milk ms emminod with the 
conclusion that a titre of ai^ lutinins in miHîÊ even as higi as 1 in
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did rnt definitely indicate the occurrence of The
detemdnatiom pf email mmtmta of agglutinine in ftdlk# feasible when 
the tube ; agglutination tjost was performed ^with dilutions fjum 1
to £ upmrde#.we found to be eopeoiaUy useful to the ease of highly 
diluted samples,
, (9) , The methods employed for the direct ioolati on of
Brucella v;er©\.less satisfactory to application to liiliced milk than they 
were to individual samples and proved distinctly inferior to the 
biological mode of recovery* ■
do) As a means of detecttog-.BguogUg to mi3k#fthe 
tmlcroscopical exaainatlbn ms disappointing*
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PART II* THE TXPMG OF ŒCOVERED BRÜCEBMR STBAIHS TO- 
o m m  WITH A STUDY OF THEIR VIABILITY ABB 
OF Timm DISSOGXATIOH M  AETIFIGIAL CULTURE,
1. Historical*
2. Materials*
3* j^ ethods:
A* gerologicql procedures*
B* Biochemical tests.
C* i^pagation of SruceHa phage and phage typing*
D* Viability and dissociation In artificial cultures*
4, Results*
5* Discussion*
6* Summary*
1* HISTOHIOAÏJÎ
IMtil 1929 there was not any reliable method for the 
identification of the three species of the genus Brucella*
Br. abortus and Br* meliteneia were serologically indistinguisliable. 
Evans (1923 - 1925) regarded g%r* melitensis and abortus as 
serological varieties of one species, Huddleson and Abel (1927-1928b) 
and Huddleson (1931) were the first to report that differentiation of 
the three established species of the genus could be effected through 
the medium of;
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(1) their ability to produce HpS and
(2) their emeitlvlty to bacteriostatic dyes# such ae thioniu, 
basic fuchein# methyl violet and pyrohin*
The fact that gg. abqrtus Could produce II^S from proteto, 
or from amino acids containing sulphur# had already been recognised 
by-%wiok mû teller (1913),
Although serological procedures bid bem satisfactorily 
applied to the classification of many genera of micro^ organis;ns, they 
■ted failed with the BrucéHa until a solution of the problem 
was offered by Wilson & Miles (1932).* Those workers proved tout it 
was possible to differentiate g£.' abortus from melitensis by 
means of absorption of agglutinins# provided tlmt absolutely smooth 
strains of Bg. afegg|^  or of mAi#nmis were employed for the 
production of“homologous antisèra* Wilson (1933) studied the 
serological behaviour of 155 strains of SruceHa collected
frm différent parts of the wot-ra c-ldssi^ -iea upceJ'^  ^
foXlowtog groups:
(a) Bovine abortus with 5 sub-groups;
(b) Porcine abortus with 2 sutegroupai
(c) Mditensia x-Ath g sub-groups;
(d) Parâ-abortuà with Z- sub-groups and
(e) Para-melitmsis.*
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The tw latter groupe were comldorcd to W  rou^ : 
variants of the corresponding epooieo* Wilson recommended
that for classification, every strain of Brucella shoiiJ.d W  é^ mmlned 
with respect to 00  ^requirement # 'li^S production# growth in the 
presence of bacteriostatic dyes and antigsnic atinotifâ’e# which fomilary 
has since come to receive ahmst movers el recognition*
MoLood (1944.) found that strain 19 of Br* abortus wtü.d 
not grow on media containing thionin«45lue in ooncentratlona favouraKi.o 
to the growth of other strains of that species. Gruickshanlt (1954) 
confirmed that observation and also pointocl out that strains of 
PX# abortus.,, vhich wrO' sensitive to the four muql test dyes, did not 
on media containing Üilonin-bluo. ihe latter observation was 
corroborated by Movgmx (1961)* Since strains of that kind ware first 
descrited by Wilson (1933 )# they have come to W  desigmted Tyipe 2# 
Wilson (Huddleson, 1955).
Wohlfom & Welland (1937) and Wolflfoil & Wollenberg (1937) 
reported that members of the #nus Brucella hydrolyse urea to yield 
one moleoilo of .carbon dioX3.de end tm molecules of eïmonla.
Bauer (1949) described a test based on differences in urease^ c^tivity 
shca*3n Icy the three species of Brucella (Hoyer, 1950 ). Hoyor (1950 ) 
rexx>rtQd that such a test mi^ it W  of further aid in the 
différéîitiation of Br* abortus from Br. .mlitemis. and Br * suie*
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The utilisation Of giueoéo by BruOella was noted by loAlpin©
& Slanete (1923), Acoordjng to Goloman jg^ aj.* (1930) md lOHutt & 
Pundn (1931) arabinos©# glucose, levuloee# galaotoso and xylose were 
femmted by Brucella and frm arabinoae a greater amoipit of acid was 
always foimed* McOullOugh and Beale (1951) ehwed ttet nine 
carbohydratea were .oxl.dised by n resting cell cuopeneicn of Bruomlla* 
Piket & Helaon (1955) atudied the carbohydrate fomentation of 91 
etraine of grucella and stated that It i#e i^ ceible to differentiate • 
three epeciee of Brucella according to their gpantitative effect upon 
^ucoee, inositol, maltose, mmnoee, phmnom and trOhaloBe* Finally 
Huddleson (1957)# on the basis of biochemical behaviour, classified 
tlio gémis into the following species and types:
U) Type i;
(8) Types I, ÏI & III and ■
m m m  # ## , Ty pw  i, u  & n i , ,
The isolation of anti-%i^^to phages, previously described 
by Russian workers, was announced by Farnas e|. (1958 a & b) who
stated that phages lyséd cultures- of but not those of Br,
or of -S^ t. %at finding ms cmfimcd by Stinebring 
k Braun (1959), Van Drimielen (1959) md Morgan e| al#, (i960), After
a study of the effect on 329 Cultures of Brucella of four phages of
Russian Origin and of other 34 which he had isolated in Poland, Pamas 
(I96I) declared that there was not any absolute specificity of phages
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for the three apeclos of the genus Bruo.ella mû that the phage 
test was Only auppXementary to difformtiation by biochemical and 
eerological methods,
Meyer &' Cameron (1956) compared yûMx %, melitmsla the 
infective agent of the genital disease of sheep that had been 
isolated by Simone & Ifell (1953) and by Buddie & Boyee (1953). The 
GcmparieOn warn made On a baeia of serological and biochemical 
charactetietioe together with the metabolic p&ttemo that were forth- 
coming from Warburg menmetric techniques and led to the conclusion 
that, since the group poeeeeeed hcmogenoue oharacterlatioa
which differed from these of the Ovine organiam, the latter should 
not he placed in the genus, The same authors (1961 &#b)
showed that 'each of the three species of Bmoella displayed a 
deftoltiva oxidative metabolic pattern and that the blotypes within 
each species also displayed a metabolic pattern that was singular 
for the species, Irrespective of any dlffermoee in susceptibility to 
the bactcrioetatic action of basic fucheln and thiônln that might 
obtain* Meyer (1961a) showed that typical afemtoe of Brucella, 
todistinguiehable by conventional bloclmical md serological methods# 
%#re differentiable by their ■Oxidative metabolism# "Aurthe%^ aore# 
Meyer (1961 b) and Meyer & Morgan (1962) demonstrated that only those 
strains that showed the oxldativo metabolic pattern of abortus 
were susceptible to Brucella bacteriophage# Type abortus# Btrain 3#
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irrespective of their biochemical and serological behaviour* 
The authors oohS#uently stated that serological and bioohatiioal 
methods did not afford entirely reliable moans for the identifiqation 
of Brucella spedles, to the case of Br* neotona. Stableforth &
Jones (1963) hold that thé mlcro-orgmilsm fell tote the genus BraceHa 
but tlmt its spécifie status Could not be deteimtoed as long as only 
sevon ’Cultures were all-that had beai isolated*
Morgan (1963) oiMined 3919 Brucella cultures obtained'ih’om 
different parts of the including Great Britain# for lysis by
five different Bx^ icolla phages * By use of a routine test dilution 
(E*T*B,) and of another qmntum equal to 1,000 % he ;vas able
to differentiate Br,- abortus, fre:a Bg#, 3Helitenpie- and from auiq* 
Thua# all straâab of-gg* .abortus, wex^ e found to be lyaed by both 
dilutions of the five phages whereas ' cultures of .suis, proved 
susceptible only to the dilution of 1000 X E.T.B, Hone of Br* 
melitensis was ' Ivsed by cither dilution* The results of phage-typing 
were fCimd to be idmtioal with the oxidative metabolic patterns 
characteristic of çK%ch of the three species that are obtainable by the 
Warbtirg moBO-metric teclmiques* The 'five Bmcella plmges concerned 
were Ueolgnatçd TbSlisi ("Tb"), lO/I, 24/ÏI, ZlB/lf and 371/SX3Œ. 
Morgan BUggeated that the bacterlophagla of Bg* suis may be due to the 
phenomenon of ^^ lyais îvûu without** Inasmuch as he found it,, impossible 
to propagate phage wh# that Species of micro-organism was used as a
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host# Finally#, the on Taxonomy of the genus Brucella»
reported by Stableforth and Jones (1963), made use of biochemical 
anû metabolic charactere.^ Sërological beteviow and phage eeneitivity 
to classify the gemie into three speoiae and 15 biotypes, as follcwa*
(a) %»■ S and 3*
(b) M W &  If 3, 4j 3» &s 7; 8 and 9 sM
(«) % m # & #  îÿPés 1, a and $4
to a#, 48 bultwee of were etudled# 43 wOre
isolated by the witer #  dWcriWd in the first part of thé theeié 
whil# thé rcmaihij^ ig 5 oulturee were obtained from foetal material 
that became available from time to time in the Department and were 
eyiiboli^ ed by tha ietters '^ c^> -'^'dS %f** v- gg# abortus and
meliw^sie mono-emcific' eem together.-with a 'strain of each of 
the Russian BruC.el^  phage# md the polish phagms,# S12/Xlf and
.317/MIY# and standard : etraine of aborWe. Noe# 544# 19# bovia
H04I2, as well as of gr* melitmelB/ te#/ Ï&L were obtained from the 
Central Veterinary Lateratory# Hew Haw, Weybridge, Surrey# The 
mncmtratlon Of pàrtlélée per millitra was 10^  in the case of" the 
Russian phage end 10^  for #e Polish ones*: strain of ^ 4^ suis*
No* 5061# was obtained from the National GoUectlon of Type Cultures, 
Gmtral Public Health Laboratory Golihdale# London# N.W*9^ ;' The media 
used throughout thé experiment were solid sermi dextrose agar (
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mediim) m  by Morgan- (19#), and broth
oontatotog 5 per mn% horse éerm md 1 per pent dexbroee#
3 * m m o m
All #  eiilturee were examined for;
(A) Serological behaVionr with mono-êpooifio # § # #
aéra*
(B) Biéùhmloal ehàràoterà, eemprtolug:
(1) G0p sm ##v#y , (8) Froduotlon of HpS, (3) awwth in %e preemce 
of baoterloetatio dÿee# euoh ae thlonto, baele fuehoto #d thlonln 
blub# (4) ureaé# activity md (g) Femmtatlon of oarbohydratee;
(G) sw ceptibllity to Brueellp^  ^ baotorlophage;
(I)} 34 Oültiirça In broth were Aa?ther tovestigated for viability after 
etorago at 6^  to 9^ 0* over a period of 9 menthe# and to the coiiree of 
that study the, perooatages of dleeoelated ê#le present to the broth 
were also reaorded#
- All the oulturee mployed to the above e%)ertoohto were 
examtoed for dleeoototlen by memo of oblique trmmltted light 
aeoordtog to the method reeemmmded by iwry (1933) and <%üly emooth 
Goimie# were so studied* ' ' .
(A) amowGiGAi BmMioim WITH mm-8PEgmw
m a m â ^ r n A .
1.» The plate ( or Rapid ) aggtottoatim teeto to a. 
thoroughly olemed ;#eee plate, one loopfol of Gi&ture mo auepmded
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in two loopftilO of momal saltoo solution and suWequently 
mix^ û with two loopfula of # o $ %  or of mono-^ spoeifio
softm, ïho-r§oo.ltâ Miad after S minutes at fo# tempofature, 
during ,wMoh the plate i#s rooked gently backwards and forwards*
Suapensloaa of |g*4 abortus Oltteped Only after they, had been mixed with
$-
mono-epecif#  s m m  and those of Sr. ©âllSISto ag,#utinated 
only in -asaoototion w i t h ' m o n o - s p 0 i f i o  fw this
toot, th# oulturo© U0od #0^ 0 on .car# agaf pMtos for
3' - 4 in ah atmosphere containing 10. per cent of om%# dloxid© 
gaa*'
2#; The tuW ( 0^  ©low ) agglutination tost; For the 
preparation of antigen# Wo-plate© of ©%# d0#roao agar were eeWed 
fr# %e organ!# un#r toot and incubated for 3 to 5 days to an 
aWoaphere -ccntatoihg 10 per cent G0^_#. Loopful,© of growth wore then
©uapehdod to a qumiWi of # .#%,* of nomal. ealto# eolutlon and thereafter 
diluted until the opacity of the suapenato we equivalent to that of 
tute 4 on B:#wto' scale ( app^ ximattog 6,000 Biiilion cello per ml*)«
Two $03^ 00 of eev# narrow test tube© #re set up to raeke 
and made first to oontato 0A5 ml# of dilutions of abortus
W  of ©era, rwpeetlvely# that ranged frm 1 to S to 1 to
320# After 0*5 ml*, of euegmelom had Wen added to each tube, the 
BmiûB of final dilutions e#ended imn 1 to 10 to % in, 640* Results 
'were':^ oeorded' after toeubation at 37^ 0# for 24 hour#f
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(B)
I. Sensitivity to Carbon Dioxide. %e test was carried 
out on all cultures as soon as they had been identified and again on 
43 of them after a lapse of 10 to months* 3h the latter Case# the 
cilturos were not froe^ e^ dried but were subcultivated every t^t^ months 
and stored in the refrigerator at 6^  - 9^ 0. ^
To ensure that all plates were seeded with the same toocuLm, 
one colony of a ciltur© was- first sown into serum dextrose broth and 
the tube was then incubated for three days at 37^ C* Fr# that source, 
three plates of S.D# medium were inoculated# On© plate was incubated 
to an atmosphere containing about 10 per GO^ # and the remaining two 
were kept under aerobic conditions for three d ^  when readtogs mvB 
made* If growth ms observed on the plate incubated in an 
atmosphere of added carbon dioxide but not on those incubated 
a©3?^ bically, on© of the latter-ms transferred InW a OOg atmosphere 
and subjected to further incubation for 3 to 7 days, ©re final results 
were recorded# That procedure was designed to show that failure of 
growth during aerobic incubation ms due to the lack of OOg and not to 
the absence of vialA© organisms#.-:. If growth ware manifest m  a plat© 
at the tim© of reading, further incubation ms not pursued#-?,.
2# Production of %drogen Bulphide#- This test was also 
carried out with each culture as soon as possible after isolation. 
After the surface of a serum dextrose agar slope had-been inoculated
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with Hmcella oulturo, a strip of sterile mite fUtar-paper 
impregnated with 10 per cent lead acetate, was Inserted Into the mouth 
of the bottle and. secured by means of tlis sçroo‘-«ap# During 
subsequent incubation in an atmosphere containing 10 per cent 00^  the 
lead acetate paper was changed daily and the amount of blackening 
continued to be recorded until it ceased to develop*
3* Sensitivity to bacteriostatic dyes, lliree batches of 
semîi dextrose agar were prepared* At a. temperature of about 55^ 0., 
and just before the plates were imired, basic fuchsia was added to 
one, thionin to another and thlonin'^ blue to the third, in qpantity 
that gave a concentration of 1/25,000, l/^,000 and X/500|000, 
respectively, llie solutions of dyes were Biade up and sterilised 
toBcdiâtely Wfore usa art poured ifLates dried off at 37^ 0*
Bach batch of plates was checked for effect upon the standard strains, 
Br. melitensis. Ho. 1#. art Br. abortus. Ho. 544.
For dye^ oensitivity, each oultm'Q was inoculated into serum 
dextrose broth and incubated at 37^ 0* for 3 days, to provide the 
necossary inocula. Bach dye plate was divided into four sections in 
order that four cultures might be accommodated * One laopful of broth 
Ciû.turo was streaked five times, without recharging the loop, over the 
allotted quarter of the plate and distinctively marked* Inevitably, 
the stroke nearest to the oenti'o of the plate received a very sma33L 
aïïtôunt of inocrtuîB, ( Fig* No. 17 ).
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(Fig. No. 17)./
The plates were then incubated at 37°C. in an atmosphere 
containing 10 per cent OOg for 5 days and the results were read and 
recorded according to the degree of growth, thus:
(a) + positive; growth on line No. 1.
(b) positive; growth on lines Nos. 1 & 2.
(c) ’¥^'¥ positive; growth on lines Nos. 1, 2 & 3.
(d) ++++ positive; growth on lines Nos. 1, 2, 3 & 4.
(e) +++++ positive; growth on lines Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5.
Fig. 17.
The above method is the one used at the Central Veterinary 
Laboratory, Weyboridge. In the case of unsatisfactory results the 
tests were repeated.
4. Urease activity. For this purpose, use m s  made of 
Bauer’s mediim (Hoyer 1950) and of Christensen's (1946) medium without 
agar and only 1 ml. of the sterilised solution was used for each
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culture in a bijou bottle. Bauer to mediim was employed not Oîüy
at pH » 4.0, as vas originally advised, but also at  ^7.0. One 
Idopftal of the 72 hours' old grovAh of culture on SD. Biedlum va# 
inooiü.ated into each of the aWve media art placed in a water bath at 
37%. for a maxima3, period of 6 days, ore yesults wore recorded.
5. Fermentation of carbohydrates. This was determined In 
respect of'tteeo sugars, n$%#ly$ arabiwse, xylose art ^ucose.
Assessment was made by mean© of a so3.ution of 1 per cent of carb/nydrate 
substance in 1 per cent peptone water togetlier with Andrade to irticator.
A loopfaX of culture was inoculated into each of the carbohydrate media, 
contained in bijou bottles, art incubation was continued 37%. for 
5 days# Production of #1& was indicated by a red colour art any such 
results vmre recorded'#
(0 ) mOpAOAHOM OF BRUOELM PHAGI^  AND THBIR USE IN THE TYPING
OF mUGELIiA OULTURES .
1. Propagation of Hiaga. Strains of |r. artrtus. No. 544, 
and, Br. bovis.. So• 12, provided tli© cultures appropriate to the 
production'of the Russian plié.go art the tv# Polish phages, 212/x? 
art 317/XXIX, respectively. One colony from each strain was Inoculated 
into serum de#rose broth art inoubatrt At 37%, for 3 days. One plate 
of %#H#dried S *D. medium vae flooded with the broth -culture of strain,
Ho. 544 art tm other plates were slmilaily treated with the broth cnlturo 
Of strain, Ho. 10, after Which all. thrëé plates were dried off in the 
incubator at 37%. Dilutions of 10^ phCgC paitioles per ml. were
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prepared from the above phage Speeimene*. Drops .of thetDc: 
dilutien of each plliage were deposited on to thé plate seeded with its 
appropriate propagating culture and allowed to dry. The plates were 
tWn Incubated at 37%. for 4# hours in m  atmosphere of QOg * By 
means of a aterilO’ scalpel blade,- ai^eas- of confluent lysis- from each 
plate were out out, tfansferred to 10 ml* 'of peptone mtor-and simkm 
thoroughjy* The ewpenoion was- iàim centrifuged at about 3000 r.p.m* 
and the 'bacteria vjere removed by filtration throu^i sintered glass.
In accord with the method recemended by Admis (#39)# the lowest 
coneantrafcton that ' produced confluent lysis on solid madim ms chosm 
as the mutine test dilution and used for phage^ typihg of the cultures 
thmughout the eweriment#
2* The Typing of GifLturos# %e colony from each Binicella 
culture was inoculated into serum de)d^ rose broth md incubated for 3 
days- at 37%# %e broth cultures were used as inoCulwi# The plates 
of 8.B# aiodlm were weH dried in the incubator and %ve%e divided off 
toto four #qual sections by marking thé Wee of the plates with a vmx*^  
pencil. By means of a sterile capillary pipette, each of the sections 
Was flooded with one of ## broth.cultures and marked accordingly.
To do this, - the end .of -a sterile pipette was bant to Mtm a -ri#t mgle 
and about one millilitre of broth culture was drawn into it* The 
flooding was done by simultaneously ea$resetog the culture from the tip 
of the pipette and spreading it over the surface of the medium with the
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bmt md, during widch time the plate m# held at an angle, ivlth 
the oeotlon to be tooeulatcd domwards, ( Fig, 18 ). Any excess of 
fluid thus tended to eolleot on the m H  of di$h vèinaco It was removed 
by us© of the sme pipette. By that procedure, it was possible to 
flood each section eeparat^y v&thout either breaking the surface of the 
solid mediw or transgressing the limits of a section, A fresh pipette 
was used for each culture, The inoculated plates v^ to placed in the 
Incutotor, with the lid partly open, for 1 to 2 hours until their 
surfaces had completely dried, ^
Again by means Of a wax pencil, each of the four sections was 
further subdivided into three mailer segaents (Fig* 19). With the aid 
of a Pasteur pipette. One drop ( about 0,02 ml, ) of each of the three 
phage suspensions ws deposited on each of the segments and the plat© 
was thm allowed to dry on the bench, Thereafter# the plates were 
Incubated at 37%, for 48 hours in m  atmosphere containing 10 per cent 
COg vtoen the results were read. If plates m^ o not properly dried off at 
the outset# the drops of phage solution tmd to remain moist and so 
spread, and coalesce# thereby reading becomes impossible. It may bo 
added that tho foregoing procedure enabled on examination to be made of 
the effect of three# and sometimes of four# different phages on fbur 
different ct0.tUros (Fig, 19
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Fig. lût The method used for flooding a quarter 
of a plate for phage-typing.
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Fig. 19: lygia observed in phage-typing after incubation at
3 / C. for 48 hours in an atowphere of CO^. 
cultures %#sre tested by three phages.
Four
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0) VIABILITY A# DiagOOIATIOH 0%^ GULIimES IN mOIH,
Accorting #  Huddléscn (1943)# Topley & Wilson (1955) md 
Stnbleforth & GaHovmy (1959)# %© viability of %, afeo,#qs under 
Various Conditions ims Wen stndiod by ûimrm invostigators# mainly# 
with particular refsronoo to Wmtivo material of oithor naturrt. or 
’èsipèrtoontaX origin* . ElWrg & aiasmam (%9#) ,#x»inod the viability 
of gr*;, suia' In broth Oi&tures stored at 80 23%* and reported that
25 per cmt'of the nrigtoal viable Oçll count mâ. 100 per cent of 
virulence wore retailed for 17# days,
%#' phmcmmon of dissociation' to stock Cultures of the 
BraceHa group waé first noted by Basaet^%ith ( 19#, ) and was later 
studied thorOu#&y by Henry (1938 & 19#)# Piastrldge & Hcâlpine (1930)# 
Huddleson (1943 & 19#) and Braun (19A6& % 1949)» Braun (1946b) found 
twt the addition of the serum, or the plasma of noimail cows# rabbits# 
hogs and goats to the- broth cultures ( to a concentration as low as 3 
per Cent ) prevented the development of dissociated types but that 
horse- and chicken sera were not so effectual^ /^, The suppressive effect 
was found to be due to gamma# and -certato feeta^ glObulin fractions of 
nomal 'bovine pla#a, dole & Braim (1951) repo.rted'.-that sodium 
pyrophosphate also :r©s-trtine€l dissociation and that both and 
tooreasW the rate of tW phmmenon#. Qoodlow #,/& (1951) found 
that'B-aianine# too#, had am accelerative effect, Huddleson (1956) 
recorded tlmt dissociation of %, ■abortus in ’liquid media was prevmted#
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prevented#/
or sigaiflcmitly retarded# if cultures were adecpatoly 
supplied with air or oxygen.
to the present expestoent# 34 of the broth o\ü.tiir©s#V5
originally prepared for phage^ soneitlvlty teats# Wre stored at 6 - 9 G.
for the, piu^ iOBé of. dete%mintog the Imgth of tisue- during which the 
GU'ltùros of Brucella might tmrvive at ttet taiipemtni^ * Accordingly#
■ outeujfMvatloh ;to SJ)* moclirt was carried out momtWy, From the end 
of the second month BubaultiiroS'Were alee atudiod for diosoeiation by 
counting the mmber of 'rougÿi colonies that had developed on the modim. 
Biserete colontoa 'were obtatoad by streaking one loo,pful .of the broth 
cultures on S.D. plates and inoutetlng #e latt# at 3?^ G for 5 days in 
on atraoaphere contatotog 10 per omt 00^ ,. Tho aunWr of smooth and 
rou^ 'i colonies was then counted and the approximate percentage of. each 
estimated. Colanial study %ms carried out binder the low power objective 
of à dissecting'mlcroseox^ e with the aid of oblique light (Henry 1933) 
and also by flooding the stefaeo of the medium with crystal i/lOlet# in 
dilution of 1 in EOOQ,, - to the latter caso# the dye was allowed to act 
for 15 to ,20 seconds oro it was decanted into distofeotant ( Itote & 
Wilsone 1951 ). By moans of oW.ique light# smooth colonies appear bluo# 
graenish blue or grey^Dlue in colour whereas rough colonies arc opaque# 
lustreless and reoemblo gromd #ass. - After treatment rtth crystal 
violet# rough colonies are colom^ ed red or bluisli rod whilst smooth 
colonies are pal© blue green on .a ll#t Violet baolcground*
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4* Rl;3üLK
Ta\û*0 15 (p# 123) pro^ entd the reeiüto of thô aWvo testa as 
applied to Etïncolla oiû.Wres, It indicates that all the ctaltnres btxt 
Mos, 43* 3-Oliÿ 3B aW and *g% v:oro rtnable to grow imdor aerobic 
Conditions after priïnary isolation* After the .IapsBof 20* 19* IB, 16, 14, 
13 and 6 months .respectively, cnltnros Hoe* 87, 3R, 5R, 1®, 39R, 46A and
came to grow aerobically but 32 of the cu3*txirea retained their
sensitivity to carbon dioxide vmtil the end of the %aériod of observation 
and the rominihg four cultwoa vjoro not tested again*
With the exqe^ion of Mes* 43* 3^  and *f* and *gt, all the
oidtm'es produced for a period of from 2 to 6 days and, generally, the 
amount of thd gas was msdmal during the second and the third days of 
incubation. At first, Culture Wo* 29A was found to fom for more 
than one month but, vfnon it was sub^ octod to further tests, it produced 
hydrogen sifLphide for not more than 5 days*
Cultures Wos. 43, 3B and f^* aM two able to grow on 
medima GontainJ.ng thionin but the remaining 44 strains were sensitive to 
that dye * Cultures Woe* 12, 87 end C* were susceptible to the action 
of basic fuchein and thioniii blue to both of vAich #es the remaining 
42 proved Insomitive.
Sie results of serological examination xulth aboitiis and 
mAlitensis mono-oneeific sera, were identical in respqot of the rapid and 
the a3.oï^ methods. Cultures Woo. 43, 3B and airl *g% j^avo a positive 
agglutinating reaction only with iralitonsis moï^ -^ îXîCifio senm* Titres
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Titres/
■as high 00 1 lu 80 were obtained with the olow (or tube ) 
aggLutlm tlon method. %e A4 remaining oultures reaoted orûy M th  
abortig. mono^ apeoifio oerum and to titres that ranged from 1 in 160 to 
1 in 380.
Different results in ureaae-aotivity wore obtained with the 
oiillures on Ohriateneen’e and Bauer *e media & On the farmer, all AS 
ciü-tm^ ea split urea to varying degree but none was so aotive in Bauer %  
medium at PH ™ 4.0 even after incubation in a waterWmth at 37^ 0. for ae 
long as 6 days. In Bauer■’■s medimet HI %' 7.0 cultmes Hon.. 12, 15, 87* 
97 and 45R exhibited very weak leeaso^ aetlvity after 2 to 6 days in a 
water#4)ath at 37^ 0*
„Sav© for Hos. 12* '43* 101 and 34A Welch did not reduce glucose, 
all the auLturêS were fourni to Split arablnose* sylose and glucose.
Tn0 phhge tests on all.*, the oidlures gave identical results. At 
routine test dilution*, the Russian *^Tb" phage and the two Polish phagss 
212/l¥ and 317/-5-I1, lysed all. 48 cultures and formed irlsible area of 
lysis on solid media. . (Photo 19). .
Investigation into the viaMXity and dissociation of Brucella 
in the 34 broth cultures showed that the mmbor of viable cells began to 
decline towards the end of the third month and that, after 4 to 4| months, 
a count equal to approsdmately 50 per cent of the original obtained.
After S to 8| mointhe, the percentage of viable cells was about 5 and by 
the end of 10 months thirty of the broth aiÆturea proved sterile after
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subeülture of two loopfula to ooUd saedliia, Agmlm at the end of 
10 mohtïiB, alndlar subonltiviDtion from the remaini ^  k oulturos yteldod 
not more than two ooXonioa. Fl^iro T3o# 20, infra, oomieta of the 
oooblned viability cnirvoa of the thirty-fbiir broth oultiaea attxliod.
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Fig.20. Combined viability curves of 34 broth cultures
The approsdcaate paroontaQoe of rou^ to aoocth ooloniee 
onoounterad on aolid media inoculated from the broth cult urea ware 
determined monthly from the end of the seeond month to the close of 
the oigith month of storage# The reaulte of the first and the last 
ûsaaye, reooxded in Table 16, infra, indicate that the rough population
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oelle In hmth taiâàcl to inorease
mo#h by m m # 4' ■ \at the mâ of màmi month the peromtage of
dlBSOolated -cells in 16 of the broth' omit#es wat 0 g; M  12, 
cmltwes it was g 10; - in t it ms 10 -miâ in the rémining two 
enltweo, It was IS#, At/th#' #d #  oij^ ht montîns^  
had riom, to § 3D, 25 33^  ?0 and YSgreopOOtiimly^
m i o  16
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g# DimUSSION^
Based on 'mmm%%nm% methods of difforentlatlom, mmbera 
of the gfâtiuQ, Bruee%lg.. 'fall into'one of th#.##e clasoioai species, 
namely; ahoitw# Sr# meiitonsiS: and gdia#- Aeo enoowtered 
are some strains which manifest properties belonging to two speoies 
and m  are not precisely classifiablo by the aboya prooednree# #e
y W  ^#4 J* W  %
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latter strains may Wsmbl# %# abggWg MQChemicaXly and be related 
BamlogiCÊlly #  .%# :#i#emeiù or they may agvrn MoeJwioaSly with 
and b# found to haV0 ,@emlogiCal identity %vith gr#
8%e oAtimes gqaeeeeed of ,tW MoohmiOal and the . 
eêrologiôal. ohamotem of &*. gWuc# H^ S or regnire
added GO^  for theix* gmvAh# A S m  strains have been- fowd to react 
id,th both #d^ahg^^.mono^SpWf&o (Stableforth &
QaZLomy, 1959)# mm a result, the - mll#ilWy bf convention A  
bioohèmioel and oerologieA methods for thi typfeg 0$ # 3^ # ^ #  has 
recently been oritioised by # # #  & G##rom Cl961a & b) and by Meyer 
(1961a) #0 inWodnoed the .mano^ etfio method for identifioation of 
Bmoellmr epooioo,*- . TowaWe the emme end, Biorgm (1963) developed the 
method of phago typing for the - tWa# olaeoioal epeoiea#-
m%'i^ iighoi# the investigation nmter -report, conventional 
methods of differentiation have bom fpHowd in aaeooiatto with typing 
by phe##'
Oonventional methoda showed that, in oerologio#. and 
bloataiçal reepaoto, dmltmmO-##* 43, 3B and and were 
idmtloal #th Wt a# few were oneoeptible to the three
ptegeo at .routine toot dilution# fho remaining 44 Cultures were deemed 
to be Br# abortus beoâuae their biooh^ i^ieal oharaOtere- md t W #  
eerologioal behaviour were of that Identity#- ; #1 44 oulturee^ - except'' 
No. iQEt, roguiréd 60^) for pr&nary Isolation but$ after a vàÿyihg time in
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tW laWratojg', ? of’ %hm became to gr##h im the absmce
of that^  $BSé , oultume appeared to, Wlong to Wilson, Type 2,
( Huddleeon, 1955 ) .in. that they,were ^ to the tmotorioptatic
action,of thé, three %#$ tested# "That eeheltlvlty was, also confimed 
by HOygen ( porsonal, commmlCatlon )#
The detemlhailph of uraaoe-aetlvlty m d  of m%gm^ - 
fomentation #0 of little differential, vAue#,. Thua, disttetion
W w $ #  Bs*. # # W  md Br;,, -!|e.UI®^ ift posgibl^ - oa a basis of
w#a8@faQtlvit,y iA Bauetf*s madiw* vtiofeb® at # 4*0 or at eK » 7.0, 
According'to Ho,yo.r (1950) a tW çolow of Oauer'o modiim at Eli » 4.0 is 
changed: by Br. An 2-8  how# and by %. as well a#
Bij. awia in 15 •* 0  minntes» 3h the Inyostigatioa #der ^ Qcor&p all 
the Q#wee  ^ m M *  â W W »  ^*5kkp gS. Mo. 16m, and
#, .sjd^ j MO, 5601, gave repeatedly negative resolts for-wreaso 
actWity in s mediw at Pll m kS* 3h that medium at PH ^  7,0^
43 of the eoltwes together with %. Mo. 16M, and Br.
H% 544<f 8l$q eithibited cgmplete lack cf activity vMlst the 
r#aic,i#g § c#t#es manifested a feeble reaction# Oa the other hand, 
Br# No#' 5601^ . changed the colour of the medium to red within 2 
liourô# . ih Ghrietchaonf-B medium in a watèr^ bâth at 37% i-lit# 
ms effective within 45 minutee whereae a reaction with the eritures 
under t$$t me dAayed for 84 to #  W w *  Bg. IdH»
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No#
also gave a positive reaction after 40 hours in the water bath. 
However^  Bauer*a medlim at pli  ^7*0 aM in Ghristensm^s medlwg 
Br# BVilBg strain No* 5601 g with its hi#i nrease^ actlTlty was readily 
differentiable from Br# melitemls. No* l&L Br* abortus.* Mo* 5hhs 
and all other cultures under test*
The results of phage^yplng suggested that despite the 
differences in serologioal and bioohaW.cal oharaoteriatics all 40 
eulturee belonged to a slnglo Bruoel3.ar species because all were 
susceptible to the three BruoeHç bacteriophages at routine teat 
dilution* According to Meyer & Morgan (1962) and Meyer (1962)^ all 46 
cultures should sliow an oxidative metabolic pattern characterletlo of 
Br* abortus and thereforeshould be regarded as that species* In 
table 1? the 40 cialtures have been arranged into four groups according 
to the resiûts of the various methode used for differentiation. The 
final identity of the cultures is also determined on the basis of 
p&nage typing*
In brief, the results of the foreping inquiry into the 
viability of, and dissociation, among, thirtynfbur oAturea of Bruce]^ . 
In broth made originally from smooth co3,onies and stored at 6«*9% * 
serve to establish that s
(1) After eight to ei#t and a half months, up to 5 per cent of colls 
remained viable;
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(2) The proportion of variant eolls stood at 5 to 13 per cent at the 
olosa of the second month and had increased to 10 to 75 per ■ cent at the 
end of the eigith month;
(3) The peraentage of dissociation was not uniform and was hi#iest in
rather than one^ixth of the, cultures (Table 16) and
(4) Even after elgjit months of storage, smooth colonies of Biueella 
wore recovered ♦
According to Braun (1946c )# Brucella colonies with differing 
rates of growth exhibit different indices of dissociation and the same 
author (194? ) has stated that diaaoolation does not occur in the absence 
of propogation* fopley and Wilson (1955) have described the growth of 
Brucella at 20% # as "very slow" so that at 6^  9% ^ reproduction may
weH be negligible, in Milch case the variant cells found after two 
months of storage probably developed while the oulturea were Initially 
incubated at 37% # The increment of variant cells during further
storage 3nay be attributable, in part, to the ability of those fbima to 
withstand the lower environmental, temperature i 
6* emmYi
li 40 cultures of Brucella^  were typed by moans of 
conventional biochemical and serologic# methods and by me of 
gpaggüâ bacteriophags*^
Zé Four out of the W  cultures behaved like Br. melitenals
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and bioohmically and the ramlnlng 44 
reoemhled Br# abortus serologically* BloohWLoally, 41 out of 44
belonged to Br, abortus, %pe 1, and the remaining 3 to Br# abortus.j,
Type 2*. Of 44 strains of Br,. abortus # only one grw aerobically 
on primary isolation ami aH the remaining 43 needed CO^  for thoir 
development #
3* Neither irrease^ -^ otivlty nor fermentative rednotion of 
ambln<% glttoose and xylose proved helpf# in the typing of oulturos.
4* One Eliasian antl-^Bmoella phage and two FoXlah piiagee 
were propagated on appropriate bacterial cultures and the routine test 
dilutions requisite for phage^ typlng were prepared, The three liiages 
were found to lyse all 48 cultures,
5* study of cell viability in 34 of the Brucella ciütiirCs 
stored at 6^  # 9%. indicated that, in bsx>th.^ up to 5 per cent of viable 
ccills survived for as long as îimtho*
6# In the case of 34 broth cultures of Byucella originating 
from smooth colonies and stored at 6^  ^ 9%#? frora 10 to 75 per cent 
of variant cells were demonstrable among the smooth population after 
a lapse of 8 months *
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PAîffi III, œ  BïSÎ©MSTR.«ION OF BRlîGmAE BACmiO-
m  LâBOMTOEÏ CULÎOÏIES.
1. HWoiloal,
! ^
2. mterials and Methods#
3# Itouitë#
4# Disousslon#
5# smmiy.
1# HisïQïaeâb#
Bàdtorio^egia was first dmonetmted in aosooiation with 
Staphylooocei fey Two# (19X5) and W  ■ (1917) in respect of
the feacillus ( Shigella ehiga# ) # since thm m w  other
pathogenic species of bacteria have been fotmd to fee ousceptifelo to 
transmisaibie lÿeia# ûwatkin (1931) appears to have been the first 
to search for Brucella bacteriophage in mterial^ such as. faeces | milk
fèotusés and felocNi^ #iCh was proci#ed from-com fe#t the results were
: %
reported as msncoeseful# Smith (1949) took up the quest mmi and 
directed his efforts towrds:
(a) the finding of 3ysogW.c strains among 85 Cultures of
B S S ^ $
(fe) adaptation of phages active a^inst other species of bacteria so 
that they might Come to lyse Brucella strains and 
(c) the discovery of Brucella bacteriophage in 82 samples inclusive 
of faeces, sewage^  uterine fluid from aborted cows and milk# Ho quite
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failed to demonstrate the presence of phage lytic for Brucella 
specieo* Picket & Nelson (1950) reported the observation of distinct 
plaques in the confluent growth on an agar plate of a mucoid Brucella 
variant# mreover several of their stock Brucella oulturos, of mucoid 
type, showed aWet complete lysis both in broth and on solid medimi 
after several days of incubation# The phenommon ws ascribed to 
bacteriophagia even if it was finally reported that the results of 
further inquiry were not comparable Mth those typical of tliç lytic 
system of coliphage# According to fèrohilova (1957$,
bacteriojpliage was ■ first doscovered, in Emsia by Borglenko ^  al#
(1939, I960) # Dro#e#ina (195?) stated-., that she had obtain# the 
first stable labomtow strains of Bruc.ella. phage in Mhr^ oh, 1950# A 
Sm years laterBrucella-bha^ e mê isolated by-BroeheAina an&
Kiritsevu. (1955) from both old and fresMy Isolated strains of Brucella 
and by Broshevkina ^  (195?) from- the blood of hmmi pitlents and
from aborted foetuses of farm animls* Droshevkina (1957) has referred 
to an improved technique for the isolation of Brucella ' phage and at the 
same time reported the association of a Vi antigen in Brucella cells 
with a corresponding Vi phage* She further noted that phag# obtainable 
from laboratory oultUres was usually very feeble whereas tWt recoverable 
from human patients and from rniimis was much.inore active* I##tsashvili 
(195?) reported the isolation of 53 strains of Brucella phage from 9?
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Samples of iiiOlt,- wine and fawm procured from cows that had be# 
vaeoinated against brucellosis* He also obtained baeteriophage from 
anti^ bmoollc#la mooines*- ' Parnas ^  #* (1958 a & b) 'recovered 14
Brucella, phages from 200 old B#e$lla oUltwea* The phagw ,wore
■ ' - ' 1 described as dlementary bodies-of globular shape, from 6o to 80
millimlnerons tasizû and without-'any tail* Itegan st (i960) and
#Puff ^  ^ * (1962) oharacterised Brucella phage as hexagonal,
approidmtely 65 mUlimlerons in diameter, with a ehcrt wedge-shaped
ta#, 14 # 16 Aiillimiêrens in length#
Bamas (1961) reported the isolation of one Brucella pliage
from ammre and 33 ethers from old cultures of Bmeella* Oètrovakaya
(3,961) reqorded the demonstration of Bamoalla phage in 126 of 197
Brueêlla strains All wr# feebly lytio and few OqUld be- passaged*
The work about to be reported was designed to reveal Um
px^mmm of Bruoella bacteriophage in recovered cultures.
2# A w  « m m #  _ '
Of the 'hi cultures of Bruoella studied, 37 were isolated by 
the writer In the course of work Miich has fee# deacrlbed-in the first 
part of the thesis# The other'four were derived from standaM strains 
of abortus# Nos* 8.19 & 544, from % * meliteniM, No. i6m, received 
from the Central Veterinary laboratory and from |^ * ajuis*^ He* &)6l, 
obtained from the Central Bublio Health laboratory* The 37 cultures 
had b e#  mintained in the laboratory for a periof of: from 6 to 18 month#
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Also inveatigated were 5 epiem» from as many Bruoella^ lnfeoted 
guinea#*pig», from Miioh source the micro-organism had fee# Isolated |re 
the organ» were stored at 4%* for 7 to If days* Culture» were 
mintaitied in serum dektrse# agar and serum dextrose broth, as desozlfeed 
in the first and the second parts of the thesis^  and sintered #ass was 
used for filtration of the liquids*
The methods used, were- mainly based on the search for, 
lysogénie strains of BrucelXa i*e* those whieh Carry phage parbicJes with 
thm# The finding,, of lysogonie strains 1» the method most gaierally 
used for the isolation of bacteriophages from laboratory cultures (Adams 
I9S9). .El#t different e^ertonts were carried out: ,
(1) Following the 'poetic# successfully intrpduc.ed by Fisk 
(1942)' and %r Wilsm & Atkinson. (1945) in respect of Staphylococcal 
phage as well as by Smith (1949) relative to Brucellar phage, all the 
cultures wore subjected, to, o^ ss^ mjOtivatlon#- the procWur'e adopted 
me as follows* ■ ■
Each of the- 41 BrucelM clôtures mu Inoculated- into serum 
dextrosq femth- and: 4n.cubated for 48 hows at 37%.# , Three plates of 
wellTiried s* D. medium we,ra flooded with one of the. -broth cultures 
and dried off in the incubator with the lid of the eapa#e;oli#tly 
raised# Bach plate was ma#ed off into 16 dWJslons so that, together, 
the three plates provided not fewer than 4D sections* One loopful from
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the residue of each of th# broth cultures mu consigned to e se^ ient 
of medium and its identity terked on the mdereurfac# of the capsule*
The same procedure was followed with all of the cultures #■ After they 
had been allowed to dry at room temperature# the plates were Incubated 
at 37%# for 48 hours in m  atmosphere containing lo per cent carbon 
dioxide, When th# we# axaàr&ed for #ghs of lysie by means of a 16 mm. 
dry objective m  well ad -by the naked eye#
For the sev# other. , two kinds of young cultures
in serum dextrose broth w#re - employed# Bqth were grown for only six 
houre* One culture, hereafter designated. "Culture âVj consisted of 
l£* a|)ortus. No, 8,19, Whilst the other,.entitled "Culture was 
composed of a raixture of Br# #^ bêr%uà. Nos, 8.19 md 544, gg# sSlk^llBi 
% &  1&M# m d  gg* % »  061#
The young oulturas wire preferred' -for the reason that, 
according to Adams (1959) # adsorption of phlge to hcetfcelle proceeds 
mm% rapidly when bacteria are in the logarltlmiq^ phase of growth,
(E) An experiment was carried out in a manner similar to 
that used by pamas et' (1958 b) * ; - From #ch of the 37 old cultures 
on serum d#^roee agar, a small portion of medium was zmioved and added 
to broth Culture A# The 37 mixed culture» obtained in that- way were 
ikimbated at 37%. for 48 hours aerobically mû theresffeir stored at 
6%, for E4 hours. From each mixed culture a i m  drops were transferred 
to the original broth Cultures A. and the procedure repeated tm times#
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The final cultures were then sa^ bjoctod to centrifugation at about 
3,000 z^ p.m. for 15 minutes, after vhioh the supematmit fluids were . 
filtered through ointorod glaso* The filtrates x^'iere thm tested for 
the presencQ of BrueeH.a bacteriophage in the following my. One 
plate of I'f^ lWdried S.D. Biqdtox wo divided into four sectlone and each 
of them'was flooded with a''36"hours* old broth culture cf the otanted 
strain» of Eg. gbortue. .No#. 8.19 and No. 544, Bg. No. 16M,
and suis. Ho# 5061, roopootiye3y. After the plate had hem dried 
off in the h'loubator, o32 four seotioBO wore eul>-dxvided into four 
parte, on each of viiich ws deposited a loopful of one of the 37 
filtrates and marked aoooWin#y. The plate we left at room tanp rature 
until üio drops l-iact dried and then .Inqubated.for 48 hours at 37 0. in an 
atmosphere containing 10 per odnt carbon dioxide It was exmdned 
for ovidonoe of lysis m  was done in the fiï^sfc experiment. By that 
method, it Ws possible simultaneously to test four of the filtrates 
on the four standard strazlns of Bruceyia on one plate of S.D. medium.
The remitting filtrates were tested for the presonco of Brucella, phage 
in the same manner.
(3) small pieces fmm all of the 37 old cultures of Bmcella 
on serum decti*ose agar were added to 10 ml. of the b%x>th Culture A.
The resulting preparation ws Incubated aerobicaJJy at 37%. for #  
hours and, after it had been stored at 6^  9%# for a further 24 hours,
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a tm drops were rotmmod to broth Gultura A# That procedure ws 
repeated ten times. Baoh preparation.was centrifugé and the supernatant 
filteré and tested for the presence of Byucella bacteriophage as in 
the second experiment# In the course of the test on preparation No. 5, 
there was observé one very small area of lysit which was of 
rectangular shape and measured one millimeter ixi breadth and tvio 
millimeters in length* The clear portion v^ s excisé and transferred 
to a bottle containing g #. of serum dextrose bVoth, mrked with the 
letter * K " and incubaté at 37%. for 48 hours aerobically. After 
centrifugation for lo Mnutes at 3000 r.p#m#, the supernatant fluid ws 
filteré and testé for piiage activity on tiie four standard strains of 
Brucella. With the aid of Br. abortus No. 8.19, the " K " phage liquid 
was titraté and routine test dllutiom usé to determine the 
susceptibility of the 37 Brucella cultures under teat in the mnner that 
was described in Fart 2# The search for the Brucella phage in 
preparation No. § and in nine other» in the course of the experiment mu 
ropmté several times and the entire expWmnt was done three times 
in all.
(4) Hère mperimnt Mo. 3 was duplicate with broth Culture 
B in place, of culture A.
(5) Accotdlng to Adams (1959) ooliphage, is actlvaté 
by I#trypto#%ane Milch, in concentrations above 3tt> milligram per ml. 
in broth, activates the phage particles indepmdèntly of temperature.
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At a cdnceutration below 100 milligram per ml# the phage 
activity declines very rapidly %vith decreasing temperature.
Ij^ tryptophane in concentration of 120 milligrams per iri. mu
' ■ •
addé to serum dextrose broth and experiments Nos. 2, 3, md 4 were 
carried out again. For subsequent invest! gatipn# the broth vas mado 
to contain Ij-tiyptophane to like concentration.
(6) From the Ô months old Byucella broth cultures which 
were étudié for cell viability as desoxifeé during the second part of 
the thesis# there v^ ae préparé a mixture consisting of a few drops of 
each of tlie 34 cultures, to vMch mu addé a broth culture composé of 
Culture B plus Imtrypto^ hane. The final product was incubaté at 37%.
for 40 hours aerobio&ly and stored at 6%, for 24 hours ere one 
vjas returned to Culture B in tryptophane#broth. Once again, the 
procedure ws repeated ten times. Each time the remaining fluid vms 
testé for the presence of Brucella phage in the manner that has been 
descrlbé in the second experiinent.
(7) Bxporlîiient Mo. 6 was répété but vjithout recourse to 
storage at low temperature.
(8) Ohashi (1939), quoted fey Topl^ & Wilson (1955), claimed 
that phage more easily obtainable from the viscera than from the faeces 
or the intestinal mucosa of mice. In this experiment, small pieces of 
the spleens of Brucella infecté gulma-*pigs were added to a preparation
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in broth of Culture B plus 3>tryptophane and the mixture ms 
dlvidé into two portions, one of which was subjecté to the procedure 
of mcperimmt (6) and the other to that of experiment (7).
3# œsuxTs.'
CrQee*cultivation of the 37 cultures of Brucella, isolated 
from milk samples I with the four standard strains of Bg, abortus 
(0.19 and 5 W  # Br#;.Melitmsis. (160 and suis (506l) failé to 
reveal the pr^mce of Brucella hacteriophage#
Experimmts Mo. 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 also failed to yield 
evidence of active Bpucella itogë particles#
In the third experiment # one plaque was oWervé m m  
preparation No. 5 was first examiné for the pre®ence of Brucella 
phage. The lysé area was détecté in association with Bg. abortu^ * 
No. S.19é After propagation I %ytic activity was found to obtain with 
§£• abortus (S.19) arid abortus. (gW but not with Br*' molitmsis 
(160 or with Br#;.»^ is (#61) . -Whm phage liquid derived from 
Br. abortus (0#i9)^ was .bitraté# routine test dilutions were found to 
lyse all the 37 Bfuceila cultures under study.
Meantime# preparation No. 5 and nine other serial ones 
forthcoming from the third experiment were re-examiné several times 
for the presence of Brucella' and experbamt Mo. 3 mu twice 
repeated in its entirety. ' In all those instances# lysis was not again
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meowtered. Thus, the phago originally noté my have hem 
due to particles dérivé from an external source or to contamination 
by one of the three stock pWges.
4. DI80US8I0M.
The restHts of tMs woidc suggest either (a) that none of 
the 37 Byucella cultures was lysogenic or (b) that all may have 
Containé free phage particles so lacking in activity that they were 
unable to lyse atay of the cultures to visible extent* Again, the 
cultures may imve been lysogaaic but did not contain free phage 
particles and were in need of induction* In a personal commmioatlon, 
Morgan (1962) infermé me that he had been unable to demonstrato 
Brucella phage in either laboratory cultures or in nmure obtainé 
from BruoeHa^infected farms*
In the case of experiment Ho* 3, the writer is incliné 
to the opinion that the colonial abnormlity encountered was not
derived from the cultures under test for the following reasomt
(a) Had the area cf lysis originated from the cultures, similar 
indications should have developé Mien the test was rapeaté;
(b) The rectangular fom of the observed area of oimnge ms at 
variance with the circular ulnpe of plaques usually msooiated
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with individual jihago partiolos;
(c) llio lysis may have arisen from a drop of stock |iioge solution 
since « on the same day aiiltitres of BmicoUa had been subioated to 
phago-!-typing and
(cl) According to tooff (1953), ^%ato preventing liiaga development
conferred by the propage to a 3ysogenic bacterium and allowing its
survival after infection., A ly-iogenic bacterlim is always bmuno
towards the hOBiologoas #iage ^ It may be tomne also towaids related
|iiagosl‘* In reference to lysogei'y aui typing, Xwoff deolared "It
appears that immunity of lysogenio bacteria ;lnter#ms to lysotypy"*
If the altered area bad been produced by a lysogenlc strate# at least
one of the cultures midev test shotild have proved resistant to pJiagp " li "
%%^iereas all the ciiLtures mro found to be susceptible#
The behavl.our of phages# isolated fiom morabex^ s of the genus
Bxucella* towax'ds lysoganic straimi of stellar generic kind is scarcely
moittioncd by workax-’s viio have recoveré 1/tie agents teom oulturGs *
too report by Farnas (I96I) indicates that oiit of 164 strains of
gr* abortus. 63 proved resistant to the Tbilisi liiagé# too tosusqept-
ibteity of some stx’ains of Brucella to different j^ iages has been recoi'dod
by Mamatsashvlll (1957 )# Mxitot Morgan (1963 ) ropoarted that of 3919
cultures of Bxnicella# the Qi;# abor^ uq strains were susceptiblQ to ÿiage
" to* As yot, the geographical distribution of lysogenic strains 
of BrucplXa appears to be confined to Erasia and Poland* White (1937)
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emmlned a mmtïor qÎ Gtralm of V# olnolorao and found î^'ioge in all 
of tfhoao moowred in India bnt not in an^ that of Ghinoso or of 
Japanoao origin# iho lack of aaonrato teoMlodge concèrnlng the 
induction and inducibility of oultwee o«illa for further investigation 
era the matter of the geographical distribution of B.mc©ll^ phaga be 
flml% determined#
5, 8Ü0WaK%,
(1) For the détection of Br|,%ce]la phage in 37 laboratory 
oulturee of Brucella and in five splew from Bruce%,^Infected guinea*- 
eiÿit different eageriments wr# carried otA*
($) flw methods used were designed to revOaX lyeogenla 
strains of %uoella.. that contained free phage partieXoa#
(3 ) In seven of the a2#Wae%As signs of lysis wre not 
observed and g aooordinglyi the cultures wre deemed to have been free 
from aotiv© jiiagQ particles.
(&) One plaquOj encountered during the course of experiment 
ho. 3p- was subjected to propagation and tested for activity on four 
standard strains of Brucella as wall as on the cult wee under test »
It was found to lyso all cultures except gg,» molit^sls ( 16M ) and 
Br* @ui%. (5061),
0) %e oil gin of that solitary ease of pha#a was not 
finally d#ezmined but is believed to have associated with
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oontaralnation by the stock ptiagc solution wad Ibr typing euXtiiros #
(6) It wes fimlly ooncludod eithers (a) that none of the 
3? BruüéXla ùiüM ivob was lysoganio# or (b ) that all cultiiroa two 
XysogeMo a%3d contained free pbaga particleà of very l.ow potonçy^  or 
(q ) that the cifltwos were lyooganio but lacked free pimgo partioloo 
and required to be induced#
ommim discussions #
The résulté of the first part of the i^ ivestigation give 
home indication of the inoidenoo of BrucelXa infection in the supply 
of milk available in the City of Glasgow and within a radius of 25 
miles around'. The information so acquired renders it possible to 
assess the prevalence of the disease in that part of Scotland and 
iindrloates that g
(1) 15*76 per cant of the attested herds ii^ volved in the
production of certified mille conveyed live Bmcolla mioro-ormiiio'ns :
(E) 10 #E5 }per cent of random samples of bulk raw mille
destined for %)asteurisation^ . contained the miloro-orgatilsm;
(3) S3 .HI per cent of abortions that occurred in 56 dairy 
cows were due to BruodLla iïiféotion and
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(%) 4*98 poi’ cent of the animale In one oertifiocl herd mccreted 
Bruoella micro-organlem in the milk#
Those findings attest to an inoidence of brucellosis in 
the West of Scotlasid higher than that in Thgland, Wales and the North 
of Scotland#, Mqdlamid {1960a)^  for instance^  has reported that 
4*4 per cent of dairy herds in Q^ ifordehira and E.*E per cent of those 
in the Isle of Man woi’e infected by Brucella# M  investigation 
conducted by 35 Public Health Mboratories in Bn^ ÿLand and Wales 
(Anortÿ 1961) reveciled tlmt 4*8 per cent of the hards in the 
geographical areas involved were afflicted but the real incidence of 
herd infection throughout the coimtiy was âmmà to bo aWut 15 pop 
cent* Âcoordrîng to Marr and Williams (1958 to the North pf Scotland 
al)Out 6 per cent of the &iiry herds proved to be affected by Brucella. 
The incidence of _ herd-^ lnfpotion revealed during the course of the
V
Investigation under report.is altiOSt three ttoos that reported'fixm 
other parts of Great Britain^  Mediaxmid (1961} lias stated timt the 
abortion-^ ràto for dairy cattle to Sritato' is H per cent and that much 
of it is attributable to' fcxctofs other than brucellosis# The results 
of the present -study showtha%-at leasts 23^ 61 per cent of 56 aborting 
antoals weare tofeCted by Bruc.ellai lx\ en estimate of the losses due 
to Brucella infection to dairy Cattle^  Modiau^ id (1960b) considered 
10 jpep cent to bo the average rate of infection for all the herds to
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Bigland end Wales# On such a basis^  the relative losses for the 
West of Scotland would be much higher* HcBiamid also reckoned on 
5 infected animals for each infected herd tvlth an annual loss of £25 
per animal* The number of herds or of animals concerned in the 
production of Brucella-infected bulk milk Involved in the present work 
is not Imown but, if MoDiamid’s figures be applied only to, the 
biologically positive samples encountered by the writer, 18 certified 
herds of the fix'st group, 13 aborting aninals of the tMrd gi^ oup and 
5 infected animals of the fourth group would be involved so that the 
total monetary loss is likely to be.s 
16 %5 * 13 t 5 % IW animals £25 £2700 per antum.
Hot loss momentous are the hazards wMch include (a) the 
danger to liuxian beings froin consumption of miHc Containing Bmcellae 
and from the haiidlirig of infective bulk miüc on fau:iis as well as in 
pasteurising plants, and (b) the risk to antoals of infection frmi the 
milk and the discharges of both aborting animsdts and unrecogniîaed 
affected stock. Kerr ^  el* (1958) and Kerr & tonkin (1959) have 
shorn that infection by Bracel^ g^ is read:31y established during the 
process of milking, viiethor by machine or by hand, md that $xi many 
vacctoatod herds xvlth little, if any, utortoe involvement there is oftexi 
a considerable incidenc© of Infection of the uddox% In vaccinated 
herds, too, infection may be of latent type that is not readily 
discaverdble by either the owner or the veterinary practitioner. Such
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animals constitute rescrvolra of Infection not only for other 
oucceptlble stock but also for human .‘beinga* Busch & IMîgor (1961), 
on oto ôccaaionB, took scrapings from beneath the finger-nails of a 
veterinary practitioner ton minutes to one,hour after he had attended 
a cow %at had aborted as a result of brucdtoaia and had at once 
washed his hands thoroughly# to two Instances^  g#neq^plga, 
inoeuiated with eubmgual material developed .brucellar antibodies to 
algnlflcmt titre# Altho%h the diagnosis of the disease in man is 
not always easy, nom literature ccncenitog the prevalence of acute 
and chronic bmceHosls In the human population of Great Britain has 
hmn published, The most recent aacowt Is by Bothwell (1963 a,b & 
c), whose review (1963a) in#cates that 4S fatal cases have been 
reported mâ mphaolms that much greater attention should be paid, to 
the problem# That need together with the necessity for new anti- 
brucellosis regulation^  is s3.so pointed out by Bothwell et a^ # (1962) 
and by Parry (1963)*
OnB Casa of human brucellosis Ims been here recorded and 
full information regarding the diagnosis of 11 cases of hmmii 
brucellosis stooo 1952 were ktodly provided by Cr# Patterson, 
Medical Officer for the Bastom division of Glasgow, During the 
period, 1962^ 63, sixteen cases wex^ e recorded by Dr# Joan Imdataan at 
the Depaitmmt of Infectious Disease, Ruohlti Hospital, Glasgow, Tm 
other Cases were also reported to me, one by Dr# Moil Held, Medical
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Officer for Stirltog, aid aiothor by Dr* Monro, Oomty 
Medical Officer for Mmtk^ Table 18 shows tho mtmhor of cases of 
hmmi braooliooia that ware diagnoecd during the period, 1952 to 
1963 f to Glasgow mid the Comtlao of Stirltog, lamrk and Renfrew:
Table 18. Coaflmed caees of hisaan bï-uéellogls 
in Glasgow and adjacent oûnntiéo»
ms. OAsrs » ♦ TOTAL
Male Female
1952 1 2 3
' 1953 1 fît» 1
1936 1 1 2
1959 im 1 1
1962 10 1 11
1963 M 2 33
Total 2*' 7 31
Of the above cases, eévmteW occurred to the City of 
'Glasgow and the ranatoing £oùrteen were detected to the comtlea Myond, 
One of the cases recorded by Dr. FattereÇn was traced to an attested 
herd from vMch the writer himself had recovered ggiS^ L]& aWÉm* ^  
is alao noteworthy that to 1962 Dr, Fatteroon recorded the histories of 
24 persons, belongtog to five families, viio had consmed raw milk 
derived from a dairy fam* Sixteen mmbers of the group were found to 
have a nomal serm-*titre to abortus. Of the rmmintog ei#t 
persons, one was ill and had a serum-titre of 1 to 8000 and seven
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mmiSm%Bâ titres of 1 in 125 to I to 5000 ^ vitho# my sigi 
of todiaposition# Table No,18 further shows that ax% appreciably 
highex* inoidenoo .of oases of himm bruoellosia ocourred^  during the 
years 1962 and 1963, #%ioh tooreaso be due to the greater attention 
now paid to diagnosis of the disease among the human population# It 
may well be that the real toeidenee of human brucellosis to the West of 
Scotland is higher than the available evidence suggests and some 
statistics suggest that many cases are not diagnosed or are not 
notified# There are other prohibas #iich can for urgmt tovestigation, 
such as the case of hospitali^ iation and treatment of afflicted people 
and the loss of wOrk involved# Quite complementary to that study is 
the detemtoation of the tocidence of .brucellosis to the animal 
population#
Until 1940 bmceHosi# to Great Britain was believed to be 
due only to jgr# pbo^ tuq but, to that year Menton isolated from cow* s 
milk a strain which possessed the serological and the biochmical 
characters of Bx> molitensiB# ■.•Since then many other similar strains 
have been encountered to this comtry. The t#es of Bmc.ells isolated 
during this tovOBtigation tocludad not only the classical 1^ * abortus. 
but also dye-sensitive md aerobic strains of that species and stratos 
similar to those recorded by Menton* Similar stratoa have been 
isolated irma milk to England and Wales by Cruickshank (1954), by 
Stabloforth (196Q) and by various Public Health worker© (toon, 1961)#
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Stableforfch (i960) reported that cid.t\sres of Bruoolla 
with the serological and bioehemioa3. chamoters of meliteneja have 
been isolated from cattle in Britain but %,#re not any more pathogenic 
than the typical âhog^s# 3h ^relation to hmmn infection, those 
mlcrOM)rgmime reembled Danish strains of %# ISlâ to that they 
seemed to be lesS pathogenic.# tod that, although until 1955, 
thirteen outbreaks had been diagnosed, but human tofection had not 
bam recorded*. The oxtoativo metabblic pattern aid the 
eueceptibllity of those- strains to bacteriophage also differs
from that of typical strains of Woyor & Morgan 1962)
and (layer, 1962)'4 to certain literature, those strains have been
reported to as British aiâMteSÎa# but jones (I960) has reported the 
isolation of similar strains imu cattle of Wisconsin* Wundt (1962), 
too, has recorded timt of 1? strains of Bg* melitmisjp isolated to 
Northern Gemsny 13 were susceptible to B .Bmcolla phages, whereas of 
29 llg.4 melitênsie stratos recovered to Western Oenmny oaly one proved 
liable to the effect of phage# The pathogenicity 6f the strains was 
not 'mentioned
As yet, the isolation of active fiSSâSM bacteriophage from 
BnEgJla cultw# Or tofocted materials has not been demonstrated fmm 
countries other than Eussia .and Poland#^  During the present oxpertoent, 
attempts to dmpnsin^ ate presence of Brucella phage to 37 cultures 
of Brucella ware unsuccessful#
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SWURT#
A total* of 380 bovine milk samples were obtained^
namely;
(a) 128 mixed* samples fromi 114 farms suppling 
certified milk to the City of Glasgow and its environsj
(b) 128 mixed samples from; 27 pastouriaihg, plan.ts 
in the Git y of Glasgow# Seventy-eight of those were bulk 
raw milk and the remaining 50 were pasteurised milkj
(o) 7/3 samples of milk from 56 individual aborting 
animals on various farms in different parts of the; West of 
Scotland and
(d) 51 samples of certified milk from as many cows 
on on© farm assooiated with a oas© of human brucellosis#
The above specimens were subjected to the milk ring^  
test, the milk plate agglutination test, the milk capillary 
tube test, the milk whey tube agglutination test as well as 
biological, cultural and*microscopical examinations#
Of the 114 original samples concemedoin the first
group;
were positive to the milk ring test,
do# plate test,
do # capillary/ tube
do* v/hey tube test,
do# biological test and
do # cultural examination
Of 87 bulk raw samples in the second group;
23 (20*18 per cent 
20 (17.54 do#
19 (16.67 do.
10 ( 8.77 do.
18 (15778 do.
1 ( 0.87 do#
groupt/
39 (50,0 per oent 
19 (24.4 dOé
21 (26.S do.
14 (17.9 do.
8 (10.26 do.
Of 50 pasteurljsed 
29j (58.0 per cent 
15(30.0 do.
14 (28.0 do.
11 (22.0 do.
were positive to the milk ring; test,
do. plate test,
do. capillary tube i
do. whey tube test e
do. biological test,
samples in that group;, 
were positive to the milk ring test,
do. plate test,
do. capillary/ tube t
do* whey tub© test a
none to the biological and cultural examination.
Of 56 samples of milk from Individual aborting cows 
in the third group;
were positive to the milk ring; test,24 (44.44 per cent 
23(41.1 do.
27 (48.1 do.
22 (39.3 do.
13 (23721 do.
1 ( 1.78 do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
plate test, 
capillary tube 
whey tube test, 
biological test,, 
cultural examination
Of 51 samples of certified milk from individual 
cows in the fourth group;
10 (19.6 per cent 
9 (17.7 do.
9 (17.7 do.
8 (15.7 do.
5 ( 9.8 do.
3 ( 5.88 do*
were positive to the milk ring test.
do.
do*
do.
dOQ
do.
plate) test, 
capillary tube t 
whey tube test, 
biological test and 
cultural examination.
The wotth of the milk riàg test, modified by means 
of centrifugation, appeared to exceed that of the standard 
incubation method.
It was noted that pasteurisation altered the sigje 
of the fat globules of milk and consequently affected the 
outcome of the riàg test.
testé/
Porty-eiÿht cultures of Brucella were typed by means 
of conventional biochemical and serological methods and by/ 
us© of Brucella bacteriophage*
Study of cell viability end dissociation in 34 of 
the Brucella cultures originating fromi smooth colonies and 
stored at 6^- 9^0* indicated that, (a) in broth up to 5 per 
dent of viable cells survived for as long as eight months 
and (b) from 10 to 75^  per cent of vàriant cells were demon­
strable among the smooth population after a lapse of 8 months
For the detection of Brucella phage in laboratory/ 
cultures of Brucella eight different experiments were oarriec 
out.
The incidence of brucellosis in the West of Scotland 
proved to be about three times higher then that so far 
recorded/ for England, Wales and the North of Scotland#
